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Abstract

The advent of accurate 3D laser ranging sensors that provide the capability of produc-
ing great amounts of precise data points in extremely short time, has created interest
in automated methods for reverse engineering, i.e., the process of creating a complete
CAD model from measured data. A typical application of reverse engineering, for
example, is to build a CAD model from a manufactured object which has no accurate
electronic model, for further design or inspection.

However, since measured data always possess uncertainty arising from sensor pre-
cision and measurement registration, most algorithms for surface reconstruction may
produce an ambiguously defined object and cause a solid modeling system to fail
due to possible numerical instabilities when manipulating the geometric and topo-
logical representation with complex operations. Even in the absence of measurement
uncertainty, such a failure could still happen due to the limitation of computation
precision.

This thesis addresses the robustness problem concerning surface reconstruction for
reverse engineering and proposes a robust and reliable approach dealing with both
uncertainty of measured data and computational error. In our approach, measured
data are represented as interval data points involving all sources of errors, and interval
surface fitting methods are developed to make it possible to construct interval solid
models. These models can be processed robustly using operations based on rounded
interval arithmetic within an interval solid modeling system. The creation of interval
surfaces is accomplished by either interpolation or approximation. A linear program-
ming process is used to minimize the range (thickness) of the resulting surfaces. Our
interpolation technique guarantees to enclose interval data points with interval ranges
almost equal to but strictly larger than those of interval data points at the interpola-
tion locations, while our approximation technique nearly matches interval data points
but still forms an enclosure around them. Examples using measured data illustrate



our method.
In addition, this thesis also develops and discusses some unique geometric and

numerical properties that interval B-spline curves and surfaces have as they are de-
fined and manipulated in a new system of arithmetic (rounded interval arithmetic
(RIA)), such as error propagation in the RIA evaluation of interval B-spline basis
functions, coordinate translation of interval B-splines, hodograph of an interval B-
spline curve, enveloping curves or surfaces of an interval B-spline curve or surface,
and knot insertion for interval B-splines.
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Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Problem Statement

The current development in 3D sensing technology enables range sensors to quickly

acquire data sets with high precision in large amounts. For instance, 4D Imager, a

newly developed 3D range sensor, is capable of measuring 50,000 3D points on objects

in under 100 milliseconds with a data acquisition time of less than 0.1 milliseconds and

a standard measurement deviation of only 1/2000 of the field of view, see [11]. Such

a powerful capability of measurement has increased interest in automated methods

for reverse engineering, i.e. the process of creating a complete CAD model from

measured data. Applications of reverse engineering, for example, are: building a CAD

model from a manufactured object which has no electronic model, for interrogation

or further design; inspecting a manufactured object or repairing a deformed object

via comparison with its original CAD model. Typical to the reverse engineering field

are developments in three areas: (1) devices for data collection; (2) registration of

data from multiple views; and, (3) surface fitting and topological representations.

In this thesis, we address the problem concerning the robustness of surface recon-

struction for reverse engineering.

State-of-the-art sensors are capable of efficiently providing dense sets of x, y, z data

points with high position accuracy. However, as no infinite precision can be achieved,

measured data are always associated with uncertainties arising from limited measure-



ment machine precision. Moreover, additional errors are to be introduced when data

points from different views are registered to create a complete, unambiguous data

set. Therefore, general surface fitting algorithms only create one possible geometric

shape that a real object could have, without any report about the deviation of this

assumed shape from the real one. Furthermore, most algorithms for surface recon-

struction require the manipulation of the geometric and topological representation

with complex operations (e.g. Booleans) which may lead to numerical instabilities,

because the representation is created by fitting uncertain data and therefore is not

precise both geometrically and topologically.

Even in the absence of measurement uncertainty, all state-of-the-art CAD systems

based on floating point arithmetic (FPA) frequently fail. The ultimate reason for

this failure is that the precision of most geometrically important computations is

practically limited so that conceptually continuous objects are actually represented

and analyzed in a discrete domain on a real computer, see Hoffmann [14]. Thus,

the floating point representation of a geometric object is only an approximation.

As a solid object is specified by numerical (vertex coordinates, surface equations,

etc.) and topological (adjacency, incidence, etc.) information, the impreciseness of

arithmetic representations may lead to contradiction; for a solid object bordered by

free-form surface patches and described with a B-rep, the boundaries of the solid

created by assembling a collection of surface patches (of limited precision) according

to topological information, will frequently have undesired gaps, see Hu et al [21,

22], which will be magnified when the geometry is based on data with measurement

uncertainty. These gaps will, therefore, yield ambiguities in the definition of point

sets contained in the interior of the solid. We may get vaguely defined solids which

yield even more vaguely defined objects when they are used in Boolean operations,

such as building an object from intersections of solid volumes.

For a possible future development of a consistent modeling system dealing with

uncertainty in non-linear geometric models (and of operations on these models), we

propose a geometric and topological representation paradigm for reverse engineering

using methods for robust solid modeling based on rounded interval arithmetic (RIA).



In our approach, instead of using plain floating point representations of B-spline

patches, we use a new representation based on interval B-splines. Particularly, in

this thesis, we develop the methods for the creation of interval curves and surfaces

from data with associated bounds on measurement error. These methods assist in

automatic and robust reconstruction of an artifact. The main work of this thesis is

summarized in [45].

1.2 Previous Work

1.2.1 Interval Arithmetic and Interval B-Splines

Interval arithmetic was first introduced by numerical analysts in the early sixties in

their effort to seek guaranteed enclosures of numerical computations in the computer.

It is a well-defined mathematical system consisting of definitions and operation rules,

see [13, 27, 32] for detailed descriptions. Much research has been done on various

topics of interval analysis, but only recently interval arithmetic has begun to be used

in the fields of geometric modeling, computer graphics and CAD.

Mudur and Koparkar [28], Toth [42], Enger [9], Duff [8] and Snyder [39] applied

interval algorithms to geometry processing. Interval Bdzier curves were first studied

and applied by Sederberg and Farouki [38] and by Sederberg and Buehler [37] in

curve approximation. Interval explicit B-spline surfaces were studied by Tuohy and

Patrikalakis [46]. Interval arithmetic is also used in nonlinear polynomial system

solvers in Maekawa and Patrikalakis [25], in intersection problems in Hu et al [19, 20],

in interval solid modeling in Hu et al [21, 22], in design automation in Bliek [4], in

robust visualization in Hu [17] and Tuohy et al [47], and in robotics in Tuohy et al

[44] and Hager [12].

1.2.2 Surface Reconstruction for Reverse Engineering

Many algorithms of surface reconstruction for reverse engineering have been proposed

in the recent years. The following is a brief survey.



In Hoover et al [15], a polyhedral boundary representation (B-rep) model is con-

structed from multiple range images by Boolean intersections. In this method, each

image is developed as a complete B-rep with polyhedral surfaces and each image con-

tains a set of regions representing the union of the real object and the projection of

the object onto the viewing plane. After these separate images are collected, the final

B-rep is composed from the intersection of all of the different views. If the original

B-reps are precise then the final B-rep should be correct. However, many sources of

error were identified due to noise in the collected data which lead to instabilities in

the final intersection operation and necessitate complex surface stitching algorithms

to complete the B-rep model.

For nonlinear polynomial surface patches, Sapidis and Besl [35] have extended the

region-growing technique developed earlier by Besl [3] to automate the construction

of surface patches from range (or image) data. This method, however, still leaves

patches that can be position discontinuous. These patches subsequently need to be

joined together. For B-spline patches, Milroy et al [26] use a smoothing algorithm to

impose G1 continuity across adjacent patches. The algorithm depends on direct user

manipulation to define the patch boundary curves needed for position continuity to

attain a "watertight CAD model".

The representation of uncertainty for reverse engineering applications has been

identified as a critical need, see, for example, Soucy and Laurendeau [40]. In their

work, a spatial neighborhood test, which relies on the formulation of uncertainty poly-

hedra, is used to delineate discontinuities from common surface elements over succes-

sive range images. This is useful in edge detection and data registration (identifying

the common or overlapping information content from two or more range views).

1.3 Organization of the Thesis

Chapter 2 is a brief review of interval arithmetic, rounded interval arithmetic and

interval B-splines. It presents some definitions and operation rules in interval analysis,

and also discusses some unique geometric and numerical properties of interval B-



splines.

Chapter 3 develops a method of interval curve interpolation, which also provides

the foundation of the methods of interval curve and surface approximation described

in Chapter 4. Some differences between interval data interpolation and approximation

are discussed. Chapter 4 also presents an approximation method for extremely dense

data sets.

In Chapter 5, we first discuss implementation issues. Then, numerical results are

presented, demonstrating the methods proposed in the previous chapters.

Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and provides some discussion about future work.

Appendix A presents a coordinate translation method for an interval B-spline

curve. Appendix B proves that knot insertion in interval B-spline curves preserves a

conservative enclosure. Appendix C gives the pseudocodes of some important algo-

rithms presented in this thesis.



Chapter 2

Interval Geometric Representation

2.1 Introduction

Interval analysis first emerged as a tool "in numerical mathematics to enable digital

computers to execute algorithms capturing all the roundoff errors automatically" [2].

It is a well-defined arithmetic system referred as interval arithmetic, consisting of

some basic definitions and operation rules, as well as some interval analysis methods

developed for various applications. The advantage of interval analysis is that all

computations are carried on with error bounds such that a conservative enclosure is

preserved. Closed ranges, in general, are returned as results instead of single values

which are most likely only approximations to exact results due to computation errors,

even if initial data are exact.

Although interval arithmetic was introduced many years ago, only in recent years,

it found applications in the areas of computer aided design and computer aided ge-

ometric design. Researchers in these areas started to use interval analysis methods

to solve robustness problems such as the numerical instability in a solid modeling

system, or to process uncertain data from the real world. Interval geometries can

be described by interval B-splines which are defined as classical B-splines but with

interval coefficients. An interval B-spline curve is a slender tube consisting of a family

of single-valued curves whose control points are located inside the rectangular ranges

defined by interval control points. Similarly, an interval B-spline surface is a thin



shell defining a volume in 3D space.

In this chapter, we first give the definition of an interval number, and the rules

as well as some theorems of interval operations. Then, as the implementation on a

real digital computer, we give the operation rules of rounded interval arithmetic. At

the end, we introduce interval B-spline curves and surfaces, and discuss some of their

unique properties.

2.2 Interval and Rounded Interval Arithmetic

2.2.1 Interval Arithmetic

Definition An interval number X is defined as the set of real numbers x E R such

that:

{ X t _< x < X "U (2.1)

where real numbers X" and X1 refer to the upper (or maximum) and lower (or

minimum) bounds, respectively, of the interval.

An interval number is denoted as [X], and the set of real intervals as I(R). Fur-

thermore, the mean or midpoint is defined as

XI + X"X = X U (2.2)
2

and the width or range as

w([X) = XU - X'. (2.3)

The absolute value of an interval number is defined as

|[X]I = max{ X', IX"u}. (2.4)

The ordering of two interval numbers is defined by

[X] < [Y] if and only if X" < Y'. (2.5)



The distance between two interval numbers [X], [Y] is defined as

d([X], [Y]) = max{ X' - Y'|, IX" - YZ"}, (2.6)

which gives I(R) a metric topology.

An interval number is generally represented in the endpoint form [X', Xu]. With

the above definitions, an interval number sometimes is represented in the midpoint-

halfwidth form [X] =[X - w([X])/2, X + w([X])/2 ].

Interval arithmetic operations are defined for the usual algebraic operators o E

{+, -, -, /} by

X o Y = {( o Y Cx E X, y E Y}, (2.7)

or more explicitly,

[XI, X] + [Y', y u X + Y1, XU + YU] , (2.8)

[X',Xuj - [Y,y U = [X' - Y",X" -Y I]

[X, X] * [y, Yul = [min(X'Y, XTY", X "Y1, XUYU),

max(X'Y', X1 Y u , X"uY, X"Y)] ,

[X', XI 1[Y', YU] = x, X" *

where in the division formula, 0 ý' [Y', Y"]. Note that each operation produces a new

interval, i.e. I(R) is closed with respect to the arithmetic operations defined above.

We now present some theorems, which will be used in the following sections. For

a proof, see [2].

Theorem 1 [A], [B], and [C] are members of I(R). It follows that

1. [A] + [B] = [B] + [A], [A] . [B] = [B] - [A] (commutativity),

2. ([A] + [B])+ [C] = [A] + ([B] + [C]), ([A] - [B]) - [C] = [A] - ([B] - [C])

(associativity),

3. [A]([B] + [C]) C [A][B] + [A][C] (subdistributivity),



Theorem 2 Let [A], [B] be intervals, then

1. w([A] ± [B]) = w([A]) + w([B]),

2. w([A][B]) < w([A]) [B] + w([B]) [A] ,

3. w([A][B]) > max{ [A] w([B]), I[B] w([A])},

4. w(a[B]) - a w([B]), a E .

2.2.2 Rounded Interval Arithmetic

The interval operations defined in Equation (2.8) are thus called exact interval arith-

metic, and only possible on an ideal computer without precision limitation. Instead,

on a real computer with floating point arithmetic (FPA), rounded interval opera-

tors, referred to as rounded interval arithmetic (RIA), are implemented, leading to

conservative enclosures.

For example, the IEEE standard double-precision has 64 bits, 8 bytes wordsize,

and is stored in a binary form as (±)m -2exp , where m is the mantissa (0.5 < m < 1)

and exp is the exponent. Figure 2-1 illustrates the binary form by which data are

stored on a machine. As two consecutive positive double-precision numbers differ by

an amount E called ulp (one Unit in the Last Place), and c = 2 exp-53, we can redefine

(2.7) such that all machine operations satisfy the inclusion principle

1 14 + 1 1 1-4 .- C n - _ .

sign bit 2 -2 2-53

Figure 2-1: IEEE format for binary representation of double-precision floating-point
number

I I

4. a([B] + [C]) = a[B] + a[C], a E R.



[x', xu] 0 [Y, YU] = [Z1, zu] [Z' - El, Zu + E U

where E" or El are associated with ZU or ZI, respectively. Using (2.9), equation (2.8)

can be rewritten as follows

[xl, X] [yl, yu]
1XIX -L 10 ylý Y1,]
[x, X]· [Y", Yu]

[X7' XyuI[Y', YU]

= [X+ yl -1e,XU + YU + Eu]

= [XI -Y" -UEl1,xU - YI u]

S[min(X'YI, X1Y", X"Y 1, XU"Y) - e•

max(X'ly, XIY", Xu"Y, XU"Y) + eu]

= [min(X'/Yl, Xt/Yu", X/YI, X"/Y")

max(X'/Y', X'/Y", xu"/Y, X"/YU) + eC]

We continue by proving two simple theorems on numbers computed on a machine

with limited precision, which will be used later.

Theorem 3 Let p be a number computed on a machine with a binary form that has

N > 1 digits for mantissa. Let E be the associated ulp. Then

|p > (2.11)

Proof: Assume

m = O.abcd ... , where a : 0.

Then

p = m m.2exp = (O.abcd ... ) . 2exp

= (a.bcd .. )- 2 exp- 1

Since a > 1 and N > 1, p_ > 2e"p- 1 > 2exp-N . Therefore, pI > E.

(2.10)

- eC

(2.9)



Theorem 4 Let pi and P2 be two numbers computed on the same computer as in

Theorem 3, and their associated ulp's are E1 and E2, respectively. If pll > p2 ,

then

El > E2 (2.12)

Proof: Assume [pl = ml. 2 expl, I = 2P2 2 exp2 .

mi 2e p' > m 2 2exp2 . If m < 2 , then expl

expI < exp2. Then at least exp 2 = epl + 1

Therefore

From the hypothesis, we have

> exp 2. If m1 > m 2 , assume

since exponents are integers.

P21 = m2 - 2e x p 2 = m2 - 2 expi+1 = 2m 2 - 2expi

Since 0.5 < mi, m 2 < 1,

IP21 > 2 expi > mi 2exp l = 1Pil,

i.e. |PlI < |P2|, which contradicts the hypothesis PiI >- |P2|. Therefore,

expI > exp 2. Since el = 2 expi-N, E2 = 2 exp2-N, we conclude that l > E 2.

2.3 Interval B-Spline Curves and Surfaces

This section is a review of basic B-spline properties with an introduction to interval

B-spline curves and surfaces. For a more complete review of the B-spline properties,

see [6, 16].

If T is a set of real numbers such that

ti <ti+i, 0 < i < n + M - 1, (2.13)

where n is the number of B-spline coefficients, a real function f(t) in the domain



[to, tn+M-1] is called a spline of order M or degree M - 1 if

1. f(t) is a polynomial of degree M - 1 on each subinterval [ti, ti+1];

2. f(t) and its first M - p - 1 derivatives are continuous in the entire domain,

where p is the knot multiplicity;

3. moreover, its higher derivatives are continuous everywhere except at ti, 0 < i <

n + M - 1.

T = {to, t,... , tn+M-} is called the knot vector and the values tM,. . . , tn- are

called the internal knots of the B-spline function. An open knot vector is constructed

by setting the first and last M knots to be all equal to fixed values, usually 0 and 1,

respectively.

A recursive expression for the B-spline basis functions Nj,M(t) is [6]:

S1 if ti < t < ti+l,
0O otherwise;

or if M > 1, (2.14)

Ni,m(t) t - ti Ni,M (t) + ti+M -- tN , (t)
ti+M-1 - ti ti+M - ti+l

Figure 2-2 shows the cubic B-spline basis Ni,4 (t), 0 < i < 6, defined over knot vector

T = {0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0}.

A B-spline curve is defined by a piecewise polynomial in the B-spline basis over

knot vector T and coefficients P, 0 < i < n - 1, which are the vertices of the control

polygon P and called control points. For an interval B-spline curve, each control point

is represented by an interval vector [D]i = , , which defines a rectangular range,

such that:

[15]MM(t) = l( M 7P(l (t
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0
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Parameter value

Figure 2-2: B-spline basis Ni,4 (t), 0 < i < 6

n-1

= Z[D]NZm(t), (2.15)
i=0

where Ni,M(t) is the B-spline basis function assumed to be computed exactly with

rational arithmetic. Equation (2.15) represents a slender tube consisting of a family

of curves whose control points are located inside the rectangular ranges defined by

the interval control points, see Figure 2-3 for an example. In practice, the knot vector

and the interval coefficients are expressed in terms of floating point numbers.

A B-spline surface is a tensor product surface defined by two knot vectors T and

S associated with parameters u and v respectively, and by a topologically rectangular

set of control points Pi,j, 0 i < m - 1,0 0 j < n - 1, which are the vertices of the

control polyhedron P. For an interval B-spline surface patch, each control point is

represented by an interval vector [Q]i, = [Q, -Q and the patch definition is

[PMN(U, V)= Py,,N(Uv), N(U7V, ) ]a
m-1 n-1

= E I[Q]i,jNi,M(u)Nj,N(v). (2.16)
i=o j=0

Similarly, it is a thin shell in the space, enveloping a family of B-spline surfaces whose
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Figure 2-3: Interval B-spline curve
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Figure 2-4: Interval B-spline surface

control points are inside the corresponding interval control points, see Figure 2-4.

2.4 Geometric and Numerical Properties of Inter-

val B-Spline Curves and Surfaces

Most properties of classical B-spline curves and surfaces still apply to their interval

counterparts. But as defined and manipulated in a new system of arithmetic (RIA),

interval B-spline curves and surfaces have some unique properties, as described below.



2.4.1 Error Propagation in the RIA Evaluation of Basis Func-

tions

The exact value of a basis function Ni,M (t) at some floating point parameter value can

be calculated exactly using rational arithmetic if the knots are given as floating point

numbers. However, we opt to use RIA which guarantees [N]i,M(t) D N2 ,M(t), because

evaluation of Ni,M(t) using rational arithmetic drastically increases computation time.

We now study the error propagation in the RIA evaluation of the B-spline basis,

and will give a loose but still useful upper bound for w([N]iM(t)). This estimation is

useful in the derivation of the subsequent sections of this chapter and in solid modeling

and fitting applications. Chapter 5 will explain some implementation details about

the interval evaluation of the basis functions.

As stated in Section 2.2.2, a floating point number is represented and stored as

(±)m - 2" p on the computer with the IEEE standard double-precision; the round-off

error arising from any operation is taken into consideration by enlarging the computed

interval at both directions by E = 2exp-53, where exp is extracted from the computed

lower and upper bounds of the interval, respectively. For instance, if a real number

is in [0, 1], then its exponent is no larger than 1, and e < 2- 52. We will use this E in

the following.

From the recursive formula (2.14), the interval evaluation of the basis functions is

defined as

[1, 1] if ti < t < ti+l,

[0, 0] otherwise;

or if M> 1, (2.17)

[N]i,M (t) = [A][N]i,M_ 1 (t) + [B][N]ilI,M_1 (t),

where

[A] = RIA evaluation of t - ti (2.18)
ti+M-1 - ti



[B] RIA evaluation of ti+M - t

Since only [N]i, 1, - , [N]i+M- 1,, appear in the recursive formula calculating [N]j,M,

and they are all [0, 0] if t ' [ti, tiM- 1], here we only need to consider the situation

that ti < t < ti+M_1. With the definitions of RIA operations,

t - ti
ti+M [A]

ti+M- 1 - t i

[t - ti - E1 , t - ti + Ell
(2.19)

[ti+M-1 - ti - 62, ti+M-1 - ti + E2]±

where E1 and e2 are extracted from t - ti and ti-M+1 - ti. Since all the lower and

upper bounds are non-negative by Theorem 3,

(2.20)[A] = - t - 63 t - t+4 ,
i+M-1 - ti + 62 ti+M-1 - ti - 62 1

where E3 and E4 are associated with two quotients. The first quotient is no larger than

1, therefore E3 < e = 2- 52. In implementation, if

t -tti +6 1
>1 ti

ti+M-1 - ti - E2
(2.21)

as t is extremely close to ti+m-1, we set

[A] t - t - 3,[ [ti+M-1 - ti + C2 C (2.22)

because [A] C [0, 1]. Therefore

[A] C t - ti - 62 t - ti + 62
ti+M-l - ti + •2 ti+M-1 - ti - 62

Here E1 is replaced by 62 because e1 < e2 by Theorem 4.

The width of the RIA evaluation of (t - tX)/(ti+M-l - ti)

t - ti + 6~
S+t- ++Ti+M ~ f 1 - --6 iM - ti ± f6

+ ] [A']. (2.23)

t - t; - C)

ti+M-1 - Ti - C2 ti+M-1 - ti + C2



212 (t - ti + ti+M-1 - ti) (9 249
(ti+M- 1 - ti) 2 --

For t E [ti, ti+M-1],

w([A]) < w([A']) < 2E + 2E2 2(ti+M1 - ti) 2(2.25)
(ti+M-1 - ti ) 2 - (2

If ti+M-1 - ti > E, we use the common e so that

2(ti+-M1 - ti)
w([A]) < w([A']) < 2E + 2 (ti-+_ 1 t) 6 (2.26)

(ti+M-1 - ti)2 - C2

Furthermore, if ti+M-1 - ti > E as in usual case, we can simplify the above equation

as

w([A])
2(ti+M-1 - ti + 6)< 2e + 2E
(ti+M_1 - ti)2 - 62

4e
2E +

ti+M-1 - ti -
(2.27)

without significant increase of the bound. If we define

AtM-1,i = ti+M-1 - ti, (2.28)

then

w ([A]) < 26 (1 +

w([B]) < 2c (1 +

Similarly,

2
AtM-l,i - 6]

AtM- 2 -6)

where

AtM 1,i+1 = ti+M - ti+l. (2.31)

Let WM be an upper bound for w([N]i,M(t)), M > 2.

(2.29)

(2.30)

By using Theorem 2 in



Section 2.2.1,

w([N]i,M(t)) = w([A] [N]i,M l (t))+ w([B][N]i+1,M-l(t))

< I[A] w([N]i,M-i(t))+ I[N]i,M-l(t)lw([A])

+ [B] w([N]i+l,M-l (t)) I [N]i+l,M-l(t) w([B]).

Since the two quotients in equation (2.18) and the basis functions are all in [0, 1], in

implementation [A], [B] and the basis function values evaluated in RIA are all forced

to be in [0, 1] even though the computed intervals may contain values slightly outside

this range in some special cases. Therefore,

< w([N]i,M-l(t)) + w([N]i+l,M-l(t)) + w([A]) + w([B])

< 2WM1 + 4E1I + +( 1 1

by using the upper bounds of w([A]) and w([B]). Furthermore, if we define

AtM-1 = min {tM-l1,iAtM-l,i > 0},
O<i<k-M

where k is the number of knots, then

(2.33)

(2.34)

(2.35)=-- 2WM-1 + 4c (1 +
AtMl -

= 2(2WM-2 + 4c 1 + AtM 2 -))
AtM_-2~)

+ 4c (1
2

SntM - C

+ 2 4E (I +

S )+ 2 M 1 - W1
At 1 - C)

2 i-1 (1
2

+ + 2- - WM1.
AtM-i - E))

(2.32)

Therefore,

WM

= 4,E(1+
2t

AtM-1 - C)

2M - 2 4E (1

t 2 -
AtM-2 - f

w([N]i,M(t)) < WM

(M4eE (2.36)

w([N]i,M(t))



Furthermore, with the initial conditions in the recursive formula (2.17),

Wi = w([N]i,i) = 0,

MWM-1

i= 1 tM-i -

(2.37)

(2.38)

For a cubic B-spline, M = 4, and

W4 = 28 + 8 - + U-+ )
At3t2 At2 - At - 6

(2.39)

where E = 2-52 " 2.220e - 16. If the knot vector is equidistant and At 1 = 0.1, then

W4 I 1.009e - 13.

Numerical experiments show that w([N]i,4 (t)) is in order of 10- 16 _ 10- 14 which is

consistent with the upper bound W4.

2.4.2 Width of Interval B-Spline Curve and Surface

The width of an interval vector [V] = {[V]z, [V],, [V]z} is defined as a vector w([V])

such that

w([PV]) - {wxWy7wz}

= {w([V]X), w([V],), w([V]z)}, (2.40)

i.e. the width operator on an interval vector is taken componentwise.

The width of an interval B-spline curve (as well as an interval B-spline surface)

at parameter t reflects the inflation of the curve and therefore is used to evaluate the

and thus,



quality of fitting:

w([P](t)) = [x(t)ii(t),Mz(t))

(n-1 
, 

1

n-1

E w([D]=)Ni,M(t),i= 0 (2.41)

which is a polynomial in B-spline basis with vector coefficients and where Ni,M(t) is

considered exact. In other words, the width of an interval B-spline curve (and also a

surface) is a weighted average of the widths of its control points, with the values of

the basis functions as the weights.

For an interval B-spline curve with its basis functions evaluated in RIA,

= W( [D]i[N]i,M(t))
n-i1

i=O

(2.42)

With [b]i - [Li, [NL]i,(t) =

tions are non-negative,

[]]i[N1],M(t) =

[NriM(t), N •,M(t)], and considering that basis func-

if [D]i > 6',

if o0E [D]i,

if [D]i <_ 6,

by the definitions of interval operations. Therefore,

DuNuI'M(t) - D'NliM(t)

i'N M(t) - 2'M(t)
DWN2,M(t) -- •XNj,(t)

w([D]i)N,M(t) + w([N]i,M(t))D'u

w([]0i)~,M 
(t)

w([D]i)P ,M(t) - w([N]j.m(t))Di

if [D]i > 0,

if 6 e [)]j, (2.44)

if [)]i <6 0.

(2.43)

wD([D][X]im(t))=

D-' N1 (t) , D Nu (t)]
[5 N ,.(t), uxYn• ,(t)]iv N (t) , 'N (t)]

ý'Nju DUNi"M t
[i im(t), D •r



As w([N]i,M(t)) < 1, we conclude that

(2.45)

where Ni,M(t) c [N]i,M(t). Therefore,

n-1

W ([P]()) ~ E W ) D]NiM ()), (2.46)

and it is bounded as

n-1 n-1

max{-1 w([4]j)|[N]j,m(t) , , 1[ ,]jw([N]j,m(t))}
i=0

< W([P] (t))
n-1

i=0O

I [N]i,M(t) I±
i=O

by using Theorem 2 in Section 2.2.1. In general,

each component of w([l]i) > w([N]i,M(t)),

and therefore,

n-1

max{ w([D]i)
n-1

[N]Z,M(t), E [D] w([]i,M(t))
i=0

n-1

= •([D])I [N]),[ (t)
i=0

We thus have

n-1

W ([D] j) I [N]i,,M(t)I < w([P](t)) <

n -1 n-([

w([ ]) |[N], (t) | + z[O] | w ([N] ,i(t)), (2.50)

(2.47)

(2.48)

(2.49)

i=0 i=0

w([D]j[N]j,M (t)) ~ w([D]j)Ni,m(t),



2.4.3 Coordinate Translation

Interval B-spline curves are not invariant under translation and rotation, if coordi-

nate transformation is performed in RIA. However, both translation and rotation are

conservative, or in other words, in the new coordinate system, an exactly transformed

interval curve is contained in the one defined by the transformed (using RIA) control

points, since the RIA operations are conservative. As in the single-valued case, the

transformation of interval B-spline curves and surfaces by coordinate translation is

useful in computer aided design and solid modeling.

Another observation about the interval coordinate transformation is that the in-

terval curve transformed using RIA has different shape from the interval curve defined

by the transformed control points. To illustrate this point, we discuss the translation

case.

Let [P] (t) be an interval B-spline curve defined by equation (2.15) but now with the

basis function replaced by interval expression [N]i,M(t). Assume the exact translation

vector is p, then in the new coordinate frame, the interval curve defined by the

translated interval control points is

n-1

[/l](t) E= ([]i - -p [N]i,M (t), (2.51)
i=O

and the translated interval curve is

n-1

[P2(t) = E [N] i,M(t) - j (2.52)
i=O

For simplicity of notation below, we use D, p instead of the vectors D, p, the simplified

notation [N]i instead of [N]i,M(t), and the summation notation without indices. From

the rules of interval operations,

[PI] = ([D]i-p)[N]i (2.53)

2] = [D - , D - p][N, ](2.54)
[P2] = -- [D]j[N]i-pENi (2.54)



= {[D][N]; - pN }
- {[ Dl, Du][N', NA] - pNi},

where Ni c [N]i is the exact value of the i-th basis function. We now present two

contradictory cases about their inclusion relation:

Case 1: If D' > p > 0 for all i's, then

[p2]
[P2]

- [(D - p) N, (Di - p)N ],

= [DN2NJ - pNi, DuN - pNi].

(2.55)

(2.56)

With NM < Ni < N• , we have

DiNj - pN,
Du Nu - pN

(2.57)

(2.58)

It follows that [P1] C [P2].

Case 2: If p > 0 > D, for all i's, then

[pA]

[P2]
= Z[(D' - p)N', (Dy - p)Ni],
- E[DIN" - pNj, DuN2 - pNA].

(2.59)

(2.60)

Comparing the bounds of [P1] and [P2], we can see that

D'Nu - pNA
DjuNj - pNiA

(2.61)

(2.62)

This means that [P1] D [P2].

Therefore, we conclude that the inclusion relation between the translated curve

and the curve determined by the translated control points, depends on the interval

control points and the single-valued translation vector.

D i Nj - pNi.,

Diu Ni - pNju.

DiNj - pN, ,

Di Ni - pNil.



In Appendix A, we propose a coordinate translation method which ensures that

[P1 ] D [P2] with only a very small enlargement of the translated control points.

Interval surface has similar properties under coordinate transformation using RIA.

2.4.4 Hodograph

The first derivative (hodograph) of an interval B-spline curve is useful in intersection

problems and solid modeling. It is another interval B-spline curve given by

n-1
[1]'(t) = -[R]iNi,MI(t) (2.63)

i=1

with [1 ]i = (M - 1) [ ] i - [ ]i-1
ti+M-1 - ti

which is of order M - 1. The value of the hodograph curve at a parameter position is

an interval number, which bounds the range within which the tangent vector at that

position could vary. Its width

n-1

w([ ]'(t))= E w([R]i)Ni,M-l(t), (2.64)
i=1

and

w([ ]'(t))> w([P](t)), (2.65)

since

w ([/]i) = M- (w([D]i) + w([D]i-1)) > w([D]i) + w([b]i 1_), (2.66)
ti+M-1 - ti

if the knot vector is normalized such that ti+M-1 - ti < 1.

For an interval B-spline curve with control points having uniform width W and a



knot vector with equally distributed internal knots (assuming ti+l - ti = At), since

ti+M-1 - ti < (M -

ti+M-1 - ti - (M -

1)At

1)At

if i <M or i > n-M + 1,

otherwise,
(2.67)

from equation (2.64), we have

n-1

w([P]'(t)) • Ew([R]i)Ni,M-l(t)
i=1

n-1 M-1

S (M - 1)Atw([D]i -,M(t)

i=1

1 n-1

At= Z 2WNi,M_1 (t)

2W
At (2.68)

If the knot vector is normalized thus At < 1, the width of the hodograph curve is

of the order of ten times larger than that of the curve. Considering such an interval

curve of order 4 with 9 internal knots, the width of its hodograph curve could be 20

times larger than its own width. If the interval curve itself is not thin enough, its

hodograph curve could blow up and become meaningless in predicting the tangent of

a single-valued curve in the curve family defined by the interval curve.

In fact, in order to evaluate the range of the tangent vector of a planar interval

B-spline curve, we need to study [Y]'(t)/[X]'(t), where [X]'(t) and [Y]'(t) are the x,

y components of [P]'(t), respectively. The range of unit tangent vector is the image

of a rectangular range [X]'(t) x [Y]'(t) in R x R under the map

f : RxR- {0}-S 1,

where f= f2 + y , for x x y c [X]'(t) x [Y]'(t),VX-17--y-7:

(2.69)

(2.70)

and S1 is the unit circle and R is the set of real numbers. The origin is not in the

domain because none of the member curves are irregular, i.e. 0 ' [X]'(t) x [Y]'(t).



interval point

range of unit
tangent vector

x

interval point

interval point
m hodograph curve

X

Figure 2-5: (a) Range of unit tangent vector of a planar interval B-spline curve at a
particular parameter t; (b) Normalization of the parameter domain does not affect
the range: (1) normalized parameter domain in [0, 1]; (2) non-normalized parameter
domain.

2.4.5 Central Curve/Surface and Enveloping Curve/Surface

As mentioned before, an interval curve defines a family of curves whose control points

are located inside the ranges defined by the interval control points. Namely, there

are an infinite number of such curves. In this section, we are only interested in a few

characteristic curves from this infinite set.

The central curve or surface of an interval B-spline curve or surface is important

for NC machining and meshing applications. With the midpoint representation of an

interval number, the central curve of an interval B-spline curve is defined as

n-1

P(t) = E DiN,Mi(t), (2.71)
i=O

0

(a)

h

The range of unit tangent vector is connected and closed because f is continuous in

its domain and R x R is a Hausdorff space [29], and is contained in the unit circle.

Figure 2-5(a) shows that the range is determined by the size and position of the box

[X]'(t) x [Y]'(t). The size of the box is only determined by the sizes of the control

boxes and has nothing to do with the normalization of the parameter domain which

is simply a scaling transformation, see Figure 2-5(b). For a space interval curve or

surface, the range of unit tangent vector or unit normal vector is a polygonal range

on the unit sphere S 2.

(a)



where Ni,M(t) is assumed to be exact. It is the single-valued curve defined by the

same knot vector as the interval curve and a control polygon consisting of the centers

of the interval control points. Then, the interval B-spline curve can be rewritten as

-0l(t) = w Di w([D]i) - w([D]i) XiMrt)
[](t) 2 Di + 2 N+ ,m(t)

i=o
n--1 n-1il

= I DiN i,m(t) + [-1, 1] 2 Ni,M(t) (2.72)
i=0 i=O

If we consider the half-widths in the three directions of an interval point as the errors

associated with its center, and define ( = w([D]i)/2, the second term of equation

(2.72) can be regarded as an error function accompanying the central curve. Hence, an

interval curve can also be considered as a single-valued curve having errors determined

by a piecewise polynomial function in the B-spline basis. The error function is

n-1

(t) = E Z Ni,M(t). (2.73)
i=O

Similar definitions apply to an interval surface.

Another important curve, for the planar curve case, is the enveloping curve, which

circumscribes an area that contains the family of curves defined above. For a 3D

space interval curve or an interval surface, the enveloping entity is a closed surface.

Enveloping curves and surfaces are useful in interval solid modeling, see Hu et al

[21, 22].

Since an evaluated point on an interval planar curve is an affine map of the interval

control points, its boundary corresponds to the boundaries of the rectangular ranges

defined by the interval control points. If the interval curve is imagined as a geometric

object generated by moving a rectangle in the plane, the boundary of the object is

formed by sweeping the vertices and edges of the rectangle, see Figure 2-6. Therefore,

the enveloping curve of an interval curve can only be composed of the curves defined

by control points on the vertices or edges of the interval control points. It is no longer

a single B-spline curve but a composite curve, and may lose C1 , C2 continuities at

some positions. For example, the enveloping curve of the interval B-spline curve in



Figure 2-6 consists of four curve segments and five straight line segments, see Figure

2-7, where curve 1, 2, 3 and 4 are four single-valued B-spline curves corresponding

to four vertices of an interval control point. At joint point 1, curve 3 and curve 4

intersect and a cusp is generated on the enveloping curve. Curve 1 and curve 2 are

connected by a straight line segment at joint point 2 and 3.

control polygon 1

rgon 3

interval
control point

curve 4 curve 2

rgon 4

control polygon 2

Figure 2-6: An interval planar curve

For an interval planar B-spline curve with uniform width (assuming Ni,M(t) is

exact),

[P](t)
n-1

= E[]iNi,m(t)
i=O

n-1 n-1

= E DiNi,M(t) + [-1, 1] E NNi,M(t)
i=O i=O

(2.74)
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n-1 D'Curve 1 B1(t) = E xi
i=o D"yi
n-1 Du

Curve 2 B2 (t) = i=o D'Yi

Ni,M (t)

Ni,M(t)

(2.75)

(2.76)

interval
control points (Di,Di)

V
curve 1

central curve

curve 2

evaluated
point

Figure 2-8: Regular points with X'(t)Y'(t) > 0

S+ [-1, 1] )

Y(t) Ey(t)

where X(t), ex(t), and Y(t), E (t) refer to x, y components, respectively, the enveloping

curve can be determined by calculating the derivatives of the central curve, if the

interval curve does not self-intersect.

Regular points X'(t) = 0 and Y'(t) $ 0.

Pairs of diagonal vertices, called the enveloping vertices (marked with dots in

Figure 2-8 and 2-9), of interval control points define the enveloping curve.

1. X'(t)Y'(t) > 0. See Figure 2-8.



2. X'(t)Y'(t) < 0. See Figure 2-9.

n-1 DluCurve 1 B(t) = ( D zi Ni,M(t) (2.77)

Curve 2 B1 (t) = xi Ni,M(t) (2.78)
i=o D'i

U U(Dxi,D;i)

interval
control pointsI_

curve 1

central curve

curve 2

Figure 2-9: Regular points with X'(t)Y'(t) < 0

Turning points X'(t) = 0 or Y'(t) = 0.

The pair of enveloping vertices switches to another pair. One of the edges of the

interval point at that position, is added to the enveloping curve on the convex

side. A cusp is generated on the other side, by intersection of two single-valued

curves. Figure 2-10 and 2-11 give the examples for X'(t) = 0 , Y'(t) = 0 and

X'(t) = 0, Y'(t) : 0, respectively.

Irregular points X'(t) = 0 and Y'(t) = 0, which is a cusp on the central curve.

Whether the enveloping vertices switch at an irregular point depends on whether

X'(t)Y'(t) changes sign across the point. One or two straight line segments may

be added to one side of the enveloping curve, and a cusp is generated on the

other side by intersection again. Figure 2-12 gives the examples of different

cases.

7



straight
line segment11-k

cusp: intersection

Figure 2-10: Turning point with X'(t) A0 , Y'(t) = 0

cusp: interse straight
line segment

Figure 2-11: Turning point with X'(t) = 0, Y'(t) : 0
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Figure 2-12: Irregular point: (a) X'(t)Y'(t) > 0 on both sides. No switch of the

enveloping vertices. No straight line segment is added; (b) X'(t)Y'(t) changes sign.

The pair of enveloping vertices switches. A straight line segment is added.
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curve
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entral curve
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--- -



Endpoints Two edges of an interval endpoint close the enveloping curve, see Figure

2-7.

The enveloping curve may be extracted by applying a subdivision algorithm to

those switching points. Similar results can be obtained about interval space curve

and interval surface, both with uniform width. For interval B-splines with varying

width, it is more complex to extract the enveloping curves/surfaces.

2.4.6 Variation Diminishing Property

The variation diminishing property of a B-spline curve is important in geometric

design applications. For an interval B-spline curve, neither the enveloping curve nor

the central curve of an interval B-spline curve indicate how all the curves in the family

potentially oscillate.

Example 1: Consider an interval cubic Bezier curve with 4 collinear (in interval

sense) interval control points as in Figure 2-13(a). Curve A, which is a single-

valued curve with control points inside the ranges, oscillates more than the

central curve.

Example 2: Consider an interval cubic Bezier curve with 4 control points as in

Figure 2-13(b). Curve B has 4 collinear control points which are still inside the

ranges, and oscillates less than the central curve.

Obviously, for each curve in the family, there is one unique corresponding control

polygon, for which the variation diminishing property still holds.
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Chapter 3

Interval Curve Interpolation

3.1 Introduction

Data fitting can be approached either by interpolation or approximation. Interpo-

lation is used when an exact fit is required. By saying interval data interpolation,

we mean that an interval curve or surface precisely encloses interval data points with

ranges equal to those of the interval data points at the interpolating positions, see Fig-

ure 3-1. As in the single-valued case, interval data interpolation involves the problem

of solving a linear equation system. The difference is that now all the variables and

constants are interval operands and all the operations are applied as in the definitions

of the preceding chapter. Due to some unique properties of interval arithmetic, it is

not as straightforward as in the single-valued case to reach high accuracy in interval

data interpolation.

In this chapter, we will restrict our interest in the problem of interpolation with

an interval cubic B-spline curve. We will propose a reliable, robust method to solve

an interval linear system. The resulting interval curve nearly meets the high accuracy

requirement with only a negligible enlargement introduced by RIA operations.

By the definition of an interval B-spline curve given before, the interpolation

problem is stated as: given a set of interval data points [P]j, find a set of interval

control points [D]i, which will make [F](uj) = [1]j for 0 _ i,j < n - 1, where uj is

the single-valued parametric value associated with the j-th interval data point. This



interval
B-spline

data point .......

Figure 3-1: Interval data interpolation

turns out to be an n x n linear system with interval coefficients

n--

[P]j = L[ J]i[N]i,4(uj), 0 • j _ n - 1 (3.1)
i=O

or in matrix form

{[P]} = [B]{[1[]}, (3.2)

where [N]i,4(Uj) is the RIA evaluation of a B-spline basis function in which the knot

vector is made up of knots which are degenerate intervals (i.e. single floating point

numbers). Evaluation of Ni,4(t) using rational arithmetic drastically increases com-

putation time and we therefore opt to use RIA which guarantees [N]i,4(uj) D Ni,4 (uj).

Therefore, [B] is an interval matrix, i.e. a matrix having intervals as its elements.

{[3]} = {[/ ]0,[ ]1i ... ,[ 1 ]n_ 1}T is the vector of interval data points. {[i]} =

{[D]o, [D]1 , ... , []n-1}T is the vector of desired interval control points.

In the following sections, we first solve this interval linear system using the inter-

val version of a general solver, and then explain why the solution is far away from

our expectation of high accuracy; finally, we propose a method which uses linear

programming (LP) technique to obtain a tighter solution.



3.2 Initial Interpolation

3.2.1 Parametrization and Knot Vector Construction

A parametric curve interpolation procedure starts with the parametrization of data

points, i.e. the association of discrete data points with parametric values. Here we

simply use the chord-length method, which approximates the arc length of a point

on a curve with its chord length.

Given a set of discrete data points Pj, O j< j < n - 1, let

0io = 0,

Lj+I = iLj + dj-t, j = 0, 1, ..., n - 2, (3.3)

where d+l = Pj+1 - Pjl is the chord length between two consecutive points. The

overall chord length is
n-1

d =E dj. (3.4)
j=1

The parametric value associated with point P%

uj = -iij/d, (3.5)

which is normalized so that uj E [0, 1] with u0o = 0 and u,_1 = 1.

Since only approximate values are needed, interval data points [P]j, 0 < j <

n - 1, can be parametrized by using their midpoints PF in equation (3.3), and the

calculations are simply performed in floating point arithmetic (FPA).

For the single-valued fitting problem, Schoenberg and Whitney [36] specified the

condition which guarantees a non-singular coefficient matrix such that the problem

has a solution. To ensure that system (3.2) has a solution, we make 0 V det([B])

which guarantees that the exact coefficient matrix B will never be singular since

B C [B] and det(B) E det([B]). We realize this requirement by constructing the knot

vector in a specific way as stated in, for example, [34]; the parametric values of all

the data points, except the two adjacent to the ends, are used as knot values. The



knot vector has a knot multiplicity of four at the ends to ensure that the resulting

curve passes through the two endpoints. Thus, if the parametric values of the data

points are {uj}, 0 < j < n - 1, the knot vector can be expressed as

T {fto, tl, t2 t3, t4,''', tn-1 tn, tn+1 tn+2, tn+3
n+4

S{UO, U0, UO, uo, U 2 , "", Un-3, Un-1, Un-1, Un-1, Un-1}, (3.6)

n+4

where n is the number of control points, which is equal to the number of data points.

3.2.2 Solution of an Interval Linear System

With the parametric values and the knot vector in the preceding section, the interval

coefficient matrix is obtained evaluating the B-spline basis function in RIA. The linear

system, thus, can be solved using various solvers in interval arithmetic.

The fact that the knot vector is a subset of the parametric values at the inter-

polating positions not only ensures a non-singular coefficient matrix but also pro-

vides a highly banded one. For a cubic B-spline curve evaluated at the i-th knot,

only the values of the (i - 1)-th, i-th, and (i + 1)-th basis are nonzero. With

Un E [t3 , t4], Un-2 C [tn- 1, tn], [B] takes the form as

I\

bl al cl x

b2  a2  c2

b3  a3  c3

bn- 4 an-4 Cn-4

bn- 3 an-3 Cn-3

y bn- 2 an-2 Cn-2

0 0 1

(3.7)

- /i v I I



where

ai = [N]i,4 (i), bi = [N]i-1,4 (Ui), Ci = [N]i+1,4 (ui)

x [N]3 ,4 (u2), y [N]n- 4,4(Un-2),

and they are all interval numbers though we simplified the notation for conciseness.

A specialized linear solver can be developed to minimize computation time and

storage requirement.

After imposing the position boundary conditions [D]o = [P]o and [D],_1 = [r],_1,

the linear system is then reduced to an (n- 2) x (n- 2) system described by equations

[D]I [P], - [P]o[N]o,4 (u 1 )

[B'] [ 2  [1 ] (3.8)

[D]n-2 [Pinr-2- [P]n-1[N]n-1,4(Un-2)

where [B'] is a submatrix of [B], consisting of the elements from the second to the

(n-1)-th row and the second to the (n-1)-th column. The new coefficient matrix [B']

is a tridiagonal matrix with two additional off-diagonal elements x and y, and can be

easily LU-decomposed [5] as

/ 1 \ / .

/2 1

/3 1

/n-3 1

a 2  C2

a 3  C3

On-3 Cn-3

(3.9)

\ P n-Z n/ -O--2/

where all a's, /3's, y, and 6 are intervals, and again the notations have been simplified.

By equating (3.9) to the matrix [B'], the interval elements in matrices [L] and [U]

[L][U]

! !

/ / , I r

~· ~
• 1* .1 %

"l



can be determined by the following recurrence relations

a1  al,

k = ak-- kck-1, 2 < k < n - 2,

bk, 2 < k <n - 3,

/n-2

(3.10)

bn-2 - Cn-43

OZn-3

7 - X,

c Y

Note here that c2 is actually replaced by c 2 - 7y32 due to the existence of the off-

diagonal element x.

Now the linear system is

[L] [U]{ [D']} = { [ ']},

{[P']}

= {[f5],... [D]n-2},

= { [p]l, , [P]n-2}.

{[f]} = [U]{[i']}

{ [ } = { [ 1, [#]2, --i , n 2 T,

then we can solve

[L] {[]} = {[I'3]}

where

(3.11)

If we set

(3.12)

(3.13)

with

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)



for {[g~} by forward substitution and solve

[U]{ [D']} = { [ 1} (3.17)

for {[D']} by backward substitution, according to the following recursive formulae

[W]1 [P]
[g1k = [P] - kPk-l, 2 < k < n - 3,

[]n-2 n-2 n-4 -n-2 [P]n-2 - 6L1n-4f - fn-2n-3, (3.18)

and

nn-2  2

[ [k - Ck[D]k+l
[D]k = , n-3 > k >2,

ok

[] - [q] I - c [D] 2 - 3(3.19)[D]1 = (3.19)
o 1

3.3 Minimization Process

3.3.1 Necessity of Minimization Process

The method proposed in the last section is only a direct extension to interval analysis

of a general solver of a linear system with highly banded matrix. The enclosure of

data points is ensured because all the computations are performed in RIA. But the

high accuracy required by the interpolation procedure is not satisfactory. We tested

the accuracy simply by plugging the solution back to the equations, and we found

that they did not recover the equalities. Indeed, such an interval curve could have a

range several times wider than those of the interval data points. This kind of inflation

is not unusual in interval analysis. We will state some of the reasons in the following

paragraphs.

Consider a continuous real function f. An expression f(x) is a procedure that



determines a value of the function f for every argument x. The expression

F(f, [X]; [A]o, --, [A]m)

S{f(x; ao, ... , am)x [X], ak E [A]k, O < k < m}

- [ min f(x; ao, - , am), m•ax f(x; ao,'- , am)] (3.20)
XE[X] xE[X]
akE[A]k,O<k<m akE[A]k,O<k<m

denotes the real range of the function f when the argument x E [X] and the constants

ak E [A]k, 0 < k < m. Interval evaluation is obtained by replacing all the operands

with intervals and all the operations with interval operations defined before. The

relation between the real range F(f, [X]; [A] o , ---, [A]m) and the interval evaluation

f([X]; [A]o, - --,[A]m) is stated in the following theorem [2].

Theorem: Let f be a continuous function of the real variables xjl, " , x,, and let

f(x,.. , xn; ao,' " , am) be an expression for f. Furthermore, assume that the inter-

val evaluation f([X]1 , - , [X]n; [A]o, - --, [A]m) is defined for [X]I, ' , [X],,[A]o,

[A]m. It then follows that

F(f, [X], ..-, ,[X]n; [A]o, , [A]m) C_ f([X], ... , [X]n; [A]o, , [A]m) (3.21)

This is called the inclusion property of interval evaluation. The ultimate reason of

such inflations is that each occurrence of an independent variable actually becomes

an independent variable when replaced with an interval representation, i.e. the oc-

currences of a variable are no longer dependent as they should be. In the recursive

formula (3.19), the solutions are obtained by evaluating a set of interval expressions.

This is one of the reasons for the observed inflation.

We can see another reason for the observed inflation from the solution of the

equation

[A][X] = [B], (3.22)



where [A], [B] and [X] are interval numbers, and [A] 7 [0, 0]. An auxiliary function

X is defined as

X[A] =
Al/Au

A"/Al

if A'11 < |AUl,

otherwise.
(3.23)

It has been proved that the equation [A][X] = [B] is satisfied by an [X] E I((R) if

and only if x[A] > x[B], see [2]. This means there are cases where no exact interval

solution exists. In general, if there does exist such a solution [X] e I(R), then

[X] c [B]/[A].

For a more complex equation system as we have here, the recursive formula (3.19)

only provides a set of solutions which ensure { [ ]} C [B] { [D] ]}. The resulting interval

curve thus has a width wider than those of the data points. As a tight interval

interpolating curve is desired, we then need to seek a minimization process to obtain

much tighter solutions, if they exist.

3.3.2 Bounds of an Evaluated Point on an Interval B-Spline

Curve

Before we formulate the minimization process, we first study the bounds of an eval-

uated point on an interval cubic B-spline curve.

Let [!P](uj) be a point evaluated at uj on an interval curve [1](t), and

n-1

i=0
(3.24)

As [N]i,4(uj) _ 0, the following relations hold by the operation rule of interval product

[D] v]i = [Di ,iDu] [Ni', N2 u]



if 0 E [M]2,

D ["?U .?, uN.• [NjuI I DiZZ ]  if [ 07]•< ,

where simplified notations have been used for a concise description, and all the vector

comparisons, here as well as elsewhere in the thesis, should be interpreted for each

component. Consequently,

(3.26)

Since interval addition is conservative, we have

n-1_ ,N Diu N:(•)
i=0 4 (UA

i=0

n-1

i=0

n-I n-i

uN4 su
i=0 i=0

(3.27)

where the equality can be deduced using the definition of interval addition. Thus,

[P'](uj) defines such an interval point that

(3.28)

for an arbitrary parameter value uj.

From equation (3.25), we obtain that

w([] i [N]i,4 (j)) - w([liNj-'4(uj), DuNZ4(uj))

(bN'u - DNz:2 )- (DuNu - DN?)

S (DUNI - DN 'A) - (D-N(•N - D N")

-_i,,)-DN - N )(DN

[ -' i --J.
Dof Nju , Du Nju (3.25)

[D]i[N]i,4 (Uj) r ) [D ,4 u iU4 46j) ] .'~~v 4 (u) -, 4 (Uj) )1

4Ni j) P ]( ),

[P](uj) D [P '](uj)



D{ Ni (uj) - DiNi(uj) = |IDlw([N]i,4(uj))
= 6

DuNJ(uj) - DyNU(uj) = D'•w([N]i,4(uy))

if [D]i > 6

if 0 E [c ]i

if [D]i <

< I[K ]iJw([N]i,4(Uj),

where the absolute value of a vector is again interpreted for each component and not

interpreted as the length of the vector. It follows from Theorem 2 in Section 2.2.1

that

n-1 n-1

= w(E[D]i[N]i,4(uj)) -(E C l
i=O i=0

Di Ni,4(uj)])

n-1 n-1

= w([D]i[N]i,4 (uj)) - w([ D Ni4(uj), DNi4(u)])
i=O

Using equation (3.27) and (3.29), we conclude that

n-1
G < w([P](uJ)) - w([P'](u•j)) < E [)]iw([N]i,4 (Uj)) (3.31)

Since w([N]i,4(uj)) is extremely small (of the order of 10-15 , 10-14), the inclusion

requirement can be satisfied by setting [F'](uj) D [P]]j with only a very small change

in width, see Figure 3-2.

3.3.3 Formulation of the LP Process

The objective of the minimization process is to reduce the widths of the interval curve

at the interpolating locations, subject to the condition that the interval curve still

forms an enclosure of all the interval data points. Mathematically, the minimization

(3.29)

= (w([L][N]i], 4 (u)) - w([• Nj 4 (uj) , DiN~z4(u j )])).
i=0

(3.30)



interval curve [I] (t)

evaluated
,nnit- riDi fr,4i

Figure 3-2: The bounds of an evaluated point on an interval B-spline curve

problem is stated as

minimize

with constraints

n-1

F1 = E w([P](u,)),
j=O

[Pj C [P]((,j),
0([P](j)) _ •,
0<j<n-1,

where W is a vector whose components are the maximum allowable widths of the

interval evaluated points in x, y, z directions, and is selected by the user.

As the width of a point on an interval B-spline curve is mainly attributed to

the widths of the interval control points, with only a small contribution from the

numerical error induced by RIA evaluation, it will be minimum if the widths of all

the interval control points reach their permissible minima. Thus, the objective of the

minimization process can be equivalently set as to minimize the widths of the desired

interval control points. With the inclusion relation [P](uj) D [P'](uj) in Section 3.3.2,

if we set

[P'(j) ( [P]j,

(3.32)

(3.33)

(3.34)



then

[P] U3) D [pt'l (j) D ], (3.35)

which means constraint (3.33) is automatically satisfied. We thus can reformulate the

minimization problem in terms of a new objective function

n-1

2 = i w([]i), (3.36)
i=0

with constraints

[P'](Uy) _ [/3]y, (3.37)

wQ([]) < W`7

0 i,j < n -1.

The minimization problem with objective function (3.36) and constraints (3.37),

can be reformulated as a linear programming problem by introducing 6n auxiliary

variables, which represent the lower and upper bounds of the n interval 3D control

points [23]. In such a way, both the objective function and the constraints are trans-

formed into linear equations.

For the x component of the interval 3D control points (similarly for y and z

components), set [Dx]i = [xi, xi+n], 0 < i < n - 1. Now we wish to minimize

n-1

F3  i (xzi + n - Xi) (3.38)
i=O

with constraints

n-1

-_oo < z xN 1 $(U 4 P,j, 0 •j<n- 1, (3.39)i=0
2n-1

Px, •j xiNin,4 (uj) <+oo, 0 <j n-i,
i- n



0 < xw2 n-x 2 •wO, 0<i<n-1,

or, in matrix form

f{bi < A{x} < {b }, (3.40)

where A 3nx2n is the single-valued constraint matrix, {bi} and {bu} are the single-

valued bounding vectors, and

B, 0
A = 0 B , (3.41)

with Bi = (N4,4(uj) )nx, 0 < i,j < n - 1, and I is the n x n unit matrix, and

{bi} {-oo, " " ,-oo, Po, .. , P n-1, O , 0 , O }
T ,

n n n

{b,} = {P,o, , •,00 00.., . (3.42)

n n n

The number of iterations performed in the LP process depends upon factors such

as the number of control points and data points and the quality of the initial set of

selected control points. The number of data points is fixed with the given problem,

therefore, one way to reduce processing time is to give good initial values. We have

found that the set of interval control points obtained from the recursive formulae

(3.19) leads to quick convergence and therefore can be used effectively.

3.3.4 Summary

In summary, the procedure for interpolating interval data points with an interval

cubic B-spline curve consists of the following steps:

1. Parametrize the data points by the chord-length method, using only the centers

of the interval data points to approximate the chord lengths.



2. Construct the knot vector by using the parametric values of the data points

(except the two just adjacent to the ends) as knots.

3. Solve the interval linear system using the recursive formulae (3.19) to get a set

of loose interval control points.

4. Use the result of Step 3 as initial values to solve the LP problem for the interval

control points.



Chapter 4

Interval Surface Approximation

4.1 Problem Description and the Approach

The robotic measurement system used in this project consists of a 4D Imager - a 3D

laser range scanner, and a driving device which provides 5 degrees of freedom, see

Figure 4-1. The entire system is controlled by a computer. Range data are collected

and ordered in the form of stripes. The range points in each stripe are grouped

together and separated from points in the adjacent and discontinuous stripes [11].

Figure 4-2 shows an example of the range points collected by this system from the

surface of an object.

The objective of the surface reconstruction method developed in this thesis is to

create an interval B-spline surface which envelopes measured points. Because each

point possesses uncertainty, it is represented as an interval data point defining a

rectangular range which must contain the exact position of the point.

Since interval data points are grouped in stripes, a simple and efficient way to

create an interval fitting surface is to loft a family of interval B-spline curves which

either interpolate or approximate the interval data points in all stripes, see [43].

Figure 4-3 gives the flow chart of the interval surface reconstruction procedure.

In the following sections, we develop a method for interval curve approximation

first, then describe the details about interval surface lofting, and finally summarize

the entire procedure for interval surface fitting.



iager

Figure 4-1: Robotic measurement system

Z

Figure 4-2: An example of measured data



Figure 4-3: Flow chart of surface reconstruction

4.2 Interval Curve Approximation

In interval data approximation, both the approximation error and the data error are

to be incorporated into the residual error associated with the resulting interval curve,

which encloses the interval data points but with generally larger ranges than those

of the data points. Directly following the interpolation problem, the approximation

problem can be approached again as a minimization problem using the LP technique,

but now with a reduced set of interval control points, which also means that the

knot vector has to be constructed in a different way. The setup for the LP process is

exactly the same as before. An initial approximation method is also needed for quick

convergence of the LP process.

4.2.1 Construction of Knot Vector

The construction of the knot vector is most critical to the quality of interval B-

spline curve approximation, because it determines the number and the distribution

of interval control points. If it is ill-constructed, for instance, if the data points over a

certain span defined by two knots oscillate greatly, the corresponding interval control

points will inflate in order to fit the data points, resulting in a loss of accuracy. A well-

balanced knot vector, on the other hand, will prevent an approximating curve from

over inflating and unevenly inflating so that the width does not vary a lot along the



interval curve. As stated in the Fundamental Theorem of the Local Theory of Curves,

the curvature and the torsion of a curve completely describe the local behavior of

the curve [7], therefore these two geometric features can be used to construct a well-

balanced knot vector. Roughly speaking, if these two features vary greatly within

a segment of the curve, then more knots are needed to subdivide this segment into

several spans, within which the features only change a little. This also means that

more control points will be used to control the shape of this segment by introducing

more degrees of freedom.

Since initially an explicit representation of the approximating curve is not avail-

able, these geometric features can only be estimated from discrete data points which

are supposed to be on the curve.

The tangent direction of a curve has a geometric interpretation as the vector

pointing from one point on the curve to another point as the latter approaches the

former along the curve, see Figure 4-4 and [41]. Using the fact that the resulting cubic

B-spline curve is continuous in its second derivative, the vector joining two nearby

consecutive data points can be roughly used as the average of the tangents within

the segment bounded by these two points. The cross product of two such consecutive

approximating tangent vectors can be used to approximate the binormal vector, see

Figure 4-5. As the curvature K and the torsion 7 are defined as

= d 
(4.1)

T db (4.2)
ds '

where t and b are the unit tangent vector and the unit binormal vector, the angu-

lar variations of the approximating tangent vectors and the approximating binormal

vectors can be used as measures of the curvature and the torsion, respectively.

The geometric information needed to construct a knot vector is extracted from

the centers of the interval data points. We denote the centers as {il} = {xZ, yi, Z},

0 < i < N - 1, where N is the number of the data points. The unit tangent vectors
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Figure 4-4: Geometric interpretation of the tangent of a curve

and the unit binormal vectors at the fitting positions are approximated as

- pi+l -Pi
ti = A O<i<N-2,

1<i<N-2,

and their angular variations AOt and AOb are used as measures of the curvature

and the torsion, respectively, see Figure 4-5. The algorithm for constructing a well

balanced knot vector for an interval approximating curve, consists of the following

steps (also see Figure 4-5):

1. Construct the N - 1 unit "tangent" vectors by equation (4.3).

2. Construct the N - 2 unit "binormal" vectors by equation (4.4).

3. Set tolerances 0 , and 0, for the angular variations AOt and AOb, respectively.

4. Set the initial knot vector as T = {0, 0, 0,, 1, 1,1, 11} and the number of knots

as 8.

5. Set the reference vector of tangent, tref, and the reference vector of binormal,

bref, as t1 and bl respectively.

(4.3)

(4.4)

Aý/Aý
/.- UO

11n



6. From point '2 through N-3, if |1.0 - tef -ti < (1.0 - cos OK) and |1.0 - bre/ bi-• <

(1.0 - cos 0,) , no knot is added, and skip to the next point; otherwise, insert the

parametric value of that point into the knot vector and increase the number of

knots by one, then set the ti and bi of the current point as the reference vectors

and go to next point.

The pseudocode of this algorithm is presented in Appendix C.

The selection of the tolerances for the angular variations is determined by the user

and depends upon how precisely the interval data points are expected to be fitted

by the interval curve. Geometrically, the tolerances are the threshold values for the

angles (AOt and AOb in Figure 4-5) that the two vectors ("tangent" and "binormal")

sweep over as they travel from the reference point to the current point. If the angles

do not exceed the tolerances, the curve is relatively flat and behaves like a straight

line connecting the two points, thus no more knots are needed; otherwise, it means

that the curvature or the torsion along the segment between these two points varies

so much that a knot is needed to define this segment as a separate span of a B-spline

curve. Larger tolerances lead to less control points and a wider interval curve, and

vice versa.

bi-1

bi-Ab bi+i
A Il

Figure 4-5: Constructing a well balanced knot vector for interval approximating curve.
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4.2.2 Initial Approximation

Unlike the interpolation, here the initial values for the minimization process are not

so straightforward since now the interval linear system is underdetermined. General

least squares method can be used to obtain an interval approximation curve, but it

does not ensure that the solution is feasible for the LP problem (as was the case for

interpolation). Feasibility, in this case, means that the set of values satisfies the given

constraints. Fortunately, most LP numerical packages accept initial values which are

not feasible solutions.

As an interval B-spline curve can be represented as a single-valued B-spline curve

with an associated error function which has the same form as a B-spline curve,

[P](t) = P(t) + [-1, 1]E(t)
n-1 n-1

S DNi,4 (t) + [-1, 1] iNi,4 (t), (4.5)
i=O i=0

the initial approximation procedure can thus be separated into two steps, see Figure

4-6. First, the centers of interval data points are approximated with a single-valued

curve using the least squares method, which provides a set of single-valued control

points and a global fitting error '. Then, the total approximate errors '+ ' at all the

fitting positions are fitted with a piecewise polynomial function f(t) using the least

squares method again, where ' is the vector with its components representing the

errors or half-widths in three directions of the i-th interval data point. The results of

these two steps are Di and E, respectively. The interval control points of the desired

interval B-spline curve can be approximately represented as

A[D - , Di i]+ ], (4.6)

which does not ensure that the resulting interval curve envelops the interval data

points but has been found experimentally to be accurate enough for use as an initial

approximation for the LP process.
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Figure 4-6: Initial curve approximation

4.3 Dense Data Approximation

As the number of data points increases enormously and data points get extremely

close to each other, we found that an LP method will cycle indefinitely or may be

unable to find a solution satisfying the constraints imposed by the inclusion principle,

due to nearly dependent constraints.

In this section, we propose an interval curve approximation method using only

the least squares method instead of the LP process. The basic idea is to construct

a single-valued approximating curve first, and then enlarge its single-valued control

points to interval control points which define an interval curve enclosing interval data

points though not optimally, see Figure 4-7. Here we assume that all interval control

point coordinates are positive. If not, coordinate translation and iteration of the

approximation procedure are necessary. This assumption reduces various possible

cases in the interval product involving control points to only one, and makes the

method mathematically valid. The benefit can be seen in the proof at the end of this

section.

Let

[/ ], = {[PU]~, [Py]i, [Pzl]}T , 0 i < N - 1 (4.7)

be a set of interval data points, and their centers are denoted as pi, correspondingly.

After parametrization and knot construction, a single-valued curve approximating jA
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Figure 4-7: Schematic illustration of interval curve approximation method for dense
data points

can be constructed as

n-1

5(t) = {p(t), pY(t), z(t)}T = Z dkNk,4(t), (4.8)
k=O

where n is the number of control points, and Nk,4(t), 0 < k < n - 1, are the exact

cubic B-spline basis functions. Its control points dk, 0 < k < n - 1, are obtained by

applying the least squares method to the linear system

n--

P.= dkNFk,4(ui), O < i < N- 1, (4.9)
i=O

where ]Nk,4(t) is the midpoint of [N]k,4(t), and u2 is the parametric value of the i-th

data point. The RIA evaluation of this curve is

n-1

[p](t) = {[Px], [Py], 7Pz]}T = E d[N]k,4 (t). (4.10)
k=O

If we denote the componentwise differences between the lower and upper bounds of

i-th interval data point and its corresponding evaluated point on this single-valued

single-valued interval
control point control point



approximating curve as

then, 6 and 6~ are no larger in components than

E-,2 1 iITl=C. = =x,•,
• 

• •

f'iu Exui,E1 Eu'jz 'jT
2 X y,i'zz -- (f{ u Cu•8i -- x.i C .~i zz =--

pU (ui)

pU (ui)

Ip~(ui)

1P, (Ui)

YpX, (ui)

Ipz(uti)

- P1,
- PZ"i

-PXU'
-PY I

O<i<N-1,

)
V

(4.13)

(4.14)

respectively, see Figure 4-8. If any of the components of ei and 57 is beyond an
expected magnitude, the parametric value ui of [P]i where violation happens will be
inserted as a new knot and the approximation will proceed with the augmented knot
vector.

Assume the interval approximating curve is

n-1
[/](t) = Z[•1k[N]k, 4 (t).

k=O
(4.15)

An arbitrary interval data point [P]i with parametric value ui is to be enclosed by

O<i<N-1,

p. (ui)

Pz (Ui)

(4.11))
V

-PX"J
- Pji

Y,
X, z

-PZu, I
(4.12)
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Figure 4-8: Componentwise differences between a single-valued approximating curve
and the lower and upper bounds of interval data points (only y component is shown)

the evaluated point [P](u,), i.e.

[PIz C [_](uP). (4.16)

Because [l](ui) must be located in a certain span of the curve, equation (4.16) is

determined by at most four control points which affect the span. We can use this

property of local support and the fact that all the interval control point coordinates

are supposed to be positive, to get a set of interval control points by enlarging dk to

an interval [1D]k.

If the i-th data point [P]2 is located in the j-th span, it is affected by control points

[D]k, j - 1 < k < j + 2, only. We thus define these four interval control points as

dk - ~,dkt ], j - 1 k < j + 2. (4.17)

We iterate through all the N points. If a control point has already been defined

and the previous enlargement exceeds the current, no change is needed, i.e. the

enlargements of the k-th control point in z, y, z directions are the maximum of the

corresponding components of 4i and Eu of all the data points within the 4 spans



affected by this control point. The precise enlargement of k-th control point can

therefore be explicitly calculated by

l max { (4.18)
ui C [tk,tk+ 4 ],O<i<N-1

Ek u[tk max {eu}, (4.19)
uE[t,tk+4],O<i<N-1

and the interval control points are

Ik [dk dk + Fku 0 < k < n - 1 (4.20)

where the maximum operation is applied on each component. Remember that all the

operations, even those involving only exact values, should be performed in RIA, and

appropriate bounds should be taken to preserve enclosures.

We prove the enclosure of the resulting interval curve as follows

n-i

[P](ui) = [ E[]k[N]k,4(Ui)
k=0

j+2

= Z [D]k[N]k,4 (Ui) (assuming [J3](ui) is in the j-th span). (4.21)
k=j-1

Upon using (4.20) and considering that the interval control points are positive, we

have

j+2

j12(u~) - k, dk k  k,4 ( i)
k=j-1

j+2

--- E [(• - ek)N,4(u ), (dk k k ,4 (0i

i=j-1

(by the definition of interval product)

j.+2 j+2

= (d k) ,4( i) (k k)N,4 (Ui)
Lk=j-1 k=j-1

(by the definition of interval addition)



j+2 j+2

k *)Nk,4 ui), ( k + )Nk,4 i)
k=j-1 k=j-1

(whereNk,4(ui)E [iN] k,4(Ui))

(4.22)

Therefore,

[P] (ui) D (E Nk dk ik,4 ui)ui) -

k=j-1

j+2

k=j-
(4.23)

Note that all the vector operations here are defined componentwise.

Case 1: If u"(ui) > P', then the lower bound of the right hand side of equation

(4.23)

j+2

kE kNk,4 (i)
k=j-1

since

- U(Ui) -

j+2

- E dkNk, 4  i)-P (ui)
k=j-1

< 'l

j+2

E dkNk,4(Ui ) E [P (Ui) [p l(ui), u(ui)];
k=j-1

(4.24)

(4.25)

Case 2: If u"(ui) < PI', then the lower bound of the right hand side of equation

(4.23)

j+ 2

j+2

< E dk k,4(Ui)
k=j-1

k~j-SE c cjl+2 I

j+2
= ( dkNk,4 (Ui)

k=j-1

dk Nk,4 (i) + l(Ui) - Pi
1



•< PU(ui) <1. (4.26)

From both cases, the lower bound of [P](ui) is no larger than Ptg. Similarly, the upper

bound of [P](ui) is no less than P/u. This proves that

[P] (ui) ý [/]i (4.27)

This method works very well for dense data fitting. Another advantage over

the method in relation to an LP process is the lower requirement of CPU time and

memory. The algorithm is given in Appendix C.

4.4 Surface Fitting

4.4.1 Knot Vector Construction

Since measured data can be fitted first with a set of interval B-spline curves by either

interpolation or approximation, surface fitting can be efficiently accomplished using

a surface lofting technique, which creates an interval surface having those interval

curves as its isoparametric curves.

As all the isoparametric curves are in the same parameter direction, they must

have a unique, common knot vector which is also the knot vector in that direction of

the resulting surface. However, if the curves are produced by the algorithms developed

before, their knot vectors are most likely different. Therefore, the first step of surface

creation is to construct the knot vector in the curve fitting direction for the lofting

surface.

When the interpolation technique is used for curve fitting, the knot vector is

selected in such a way that the number of control points does not exceed the number

of data points in any individual stripe. The knot vector can be the knot vector

constructed for the stripe with the maximum number of data points, or the average

of all the knot vectors if the number of data points in all the stripes is identical.

If there is an enormous number of data points in each stripe, the approximation



procedure is preferable to reduce storage requirements. In this case, we develop an

algorithm to merge different knot vectors. Since the knot vector of each approximating

curve is well constructed based on the geometrical information extracted from the

discrete points in the corresponding stripe, we expect that the merged knots stay as

close as possible to the original ones such that the merged knot vector is still well

balanced and a high-quality approximation is achievable. In the algorithm presented

in Appendix C, we essentially compare two knot vectors. If two knots from different

knot vectors are within a certain small tolerance, we take an average of these knots

and replace them with the resulting average value; otherwise, we just merge them in

a non-decreasing sequence. The number of the knots in the resulting knot vector is

bounded as
M-1

max {Ki} < K < E Ki (4.28)
0<i<M-1 i=0

where K is the number of knots in the merged knot vector, M is the number of curves,

Ki is the number of knots in the knot vector of the i-th curve.

It should be noted that the number of control points, which is determined by K

and knot multiplicities, may be larger than the number of data points in a certain

stripe. This will probably cause the LP problem to have an unbounded solution

when fitting the data points in the stripe. Even if the number of control points does

not exceed the number of data points, sometimes in a certain stripe there are more

control points than data points locally, i.e. there is no data point in several adjacent

spans such that there is no constraint on some control points because of the local

support property. For example, in the situation of Figure 4-9 the j-th control point

only affects the following four spans

ltj, 1j+], [tj+l, tj+2], [tj+2 tj+3], [tj+3, j+4]-

Since no data point locates inside these four spans, the j-th control point is completely

free.

To exclude the possibility of unbounded solution, the knot vector for individual

curve approximation is created by the following two steps:
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Figure 4-9: A situation with unbounded solution

* Adjustment of parametric values

Assume that the parametric values of the data points in the i-th data stripe are

V / = {vo, VI, V2," . , VNi }, (4.29)

where Ni is the number of the data points in the stripe, and that the merged

knot vector is

T = {to, tl, t2, ', tK-1}. (4.30)

For each of the Ni data points, we compare its parametric value with the knot

vector and find the closest knot. If the difference between the parametric value

and the knot value is within a given tolerance, the parametric value is set to be

equal to the knot value. For example, in Figure 4-9, we set vk = tj if

IVk - tjl < a given tolerance. (4.31)

* Intersection of the parametric values and the merged knot vector

Assume the adjusted parametric values are

V = {v, vi, v2', ... /, i}. (4.32)

We take the intersection set Ti = V' nT as the knot vector for curve approxi-

mation of the i-th data stripe.



Since Ti C V', every span has at least one data point, which ensures that no

unbounded solution will occur. And also, since Ti C T, a knot insertion process

is needed after fitting the i-th stripe using Ti. In Appendix B, we prove that knot

insertion in interval B-spline curves also preserves a conservative enclosure.

The curve fitting procedure thus produces a rectangular set of interval control

points [D]ij, 0 < i < M - 1,0 I j 0 m 2 - 1, where m 2 is the number of control

points in the curve fitting direction.

4.4.2 Surface Lofting in Interval Arithmetic

As each of the interval curves becomes an isoparametric curve of the resulting surface,

it must be assigned a parametric value uk, 0 < k < M - 1, if we assume that the

lofting direction is the u parameter direction. Since the control polygon of a B-

spline curve has the variation diminishing property, it is reasonable to consider that

it approximates the B-spline curve. Hence, we parametrize the curves using their

control polygons as follows:

1. Construct m 2 sequences of data points. The j-th sequence consists of all the

j-th control points of the curves, where 0 < j < m 2 - 1. In Figure 4-10, such a

sequence is marked by a dotted line.

2. Apply the chord length method to each of the m 2 sequences to obtain m 2 sets

of parametric values, each of which has M numbers.

3. Take the average of the m 2 sets of parametric values as the parametric values

of the curves.

Since the interval curves which fit the data stripes now become the isoparametric

curves with fixed parametric values uk, 0 < k < M - 1, of the resulting interval

surface, the following conditions must hold for each of these M curves

ml-1 m2-1 m2-1

] []ji,J[N]i,4 (k)[N]j, 4 (v) = [D]k,j[N]j,4 (v) (4.33)
i=0 j=0 j=0
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Figure 4-10: Surface lofting

where [D]k,j, 0 < k < M - 1, are the control points of the k-th interval curve, ml is

the number of control points in the u direction of the surface.

Equation (4.33) is satisfied if and only if

mi-i

3 [Q]i,j[N]i,4(uk)= [D]k,j (4.34)
i=0

where 0 < j < m 2 - 1, since [N]j,4 (v) is the RIA evaluation of a basis for splines of

order 4 over a fixed knot vector S.

Equation (4.34) is a set of m 2 linear systems of M equations and m, unknowns,

all with the same coefficient matrix. They can be rewritten in matrix form as

[B] [Q] = [D] (4.35)

where

[B] = ([N]i,4(Uk))O<k<M-1,O0<i<mi1l (4.36)

[Q] = ([D]i,j)o<i<M1-l,O-jm 2 --1 (4.37)

[)] = ([D]k,j)0<k<M-1,0<j<m2-1. (4.38)



Each of the m 2 linear system is equivalent to the problem of fitting an interval B-

spline curve to a corresponding sequence of data points constructed as in Figure 4-10,

and therefore can be solved by either curve interpolation or approximation method.

The knot vector in the u direction can be constructed in the same way as before. But

it is easier now to merge the knot vectors because all the knot vectors are subsets of

{Uk), 0 < k < M - 1, which are the parametric values of the isoparametric curves.

4.4.3 Summary

In closing, the entire procedure for the approximation of a set of interval data points

with an interval bicubic B-spline surface consists of the following steps

1. Parametrize the data points on each stripe, and construct the knot vector for

each approximating curve.

2. Merge the knot vectors of all the approximating curves to one knot vector.

3. Use this knot vector to approximate the data points on each stripe by an interval

cubic B-spline curve.

4. Use the interval control points obtained in the last step to assign ea.ch of the

interval approximating curves a parametric value, and construct the knot vector

in the lofting direction.

5. Loft the interval cubic B-spline curves obtained in Step 3 to form an interval

bicubic B-spline surface.

For the approximation of a data set of size M x N with an interval B-spline

surface having m x n control points, the running time is T(M, N) = O(MTi(N, n)) +

O(nTi(M, m)), where T1 is the running time of the LP routine used and depends

on the number of iterations. The number of operations performed per iteration is

roughly proportional to n4, where nf is the number of variables fixed on their upper

or lower bounds, see [30].



Chapter

Implementation and Numerical

Examples

5.1 Implementation

5.1.1 Overview

The complete procedure of approximating measured data with an interval bicubic

B-spline surface, is summarized as follows:

* Input

1. Interval data points converted from measured data by incorporating un-

certainties from all sources.

2. Some control variables, such as the tolerances for knot construction and

the maximum permissible width for interval control points.

* Curve Approximation

1. Parametrize the data points in each data stripe.

2. Construct a knot vector for curve approximation of each data stripe.

3. Merge the knot vectors to create a common knot vector.



4. Approximate all the stripes of interval data points with interval cubic B-

spline curves defined over the same knot vector.

* Surface Lofting

1. Assign a parametric value to each curve.

2. Loft the interval curves into an interval bicubic B-spline surface.

* Output

1. Display of the interval data points and the interval evaluated points at the

fitting positions on the interval surface.

2. Data files storing numerical results.

This interval data fitting method is implemented in the C+-+ language on a graph-

ics workstation, and has been tested with various examples. Besides functional mod-

ules, a new data type Interval, which is defined using the Object Oriented Program-

ming technique [33] and which allows RIA operations on computer, is used. Moreover,

the linear programming routine in NAG software package is used [30].

The input of the software system is a data file containing measured data which

is grouped in stripes, and some control variables, such as the maximum permissible

width of interval control points and the tolerances for those angular variations defined

for knot construction (see Section 4.2.1). The output is both numerical and graphical.

We use Examiner Viewer, a visualization tool in OpenInventor, to display the interval

evaluated points at the fitting positions on the resulting interval surface, as well as

the data points for comparison. The output data files are the file storing numerical

results, and the file in the format required by Praxiteles, a surface interrogation system

developed at the Design Laboratory of the Department of Ocean Engineering at MIT

[1].

5.1.2 Some Issues about the Implementation

1. Evaluation of the B-spline basis in RIA



To preserve a conservative enclosure, each B-spline basis function is evaluated in

RIA, that is, all the operations involved in the recursive formula (2.14) are performed

as in the definitions in Section 2.2.2. But this evaluation certainly leads to negative

values in some cases. For example, if both [N]i,M-1(t) and [N]i+1,M- 1(t) are exactly

zero in the RIA evaluation (2.17), [N]i,M(t) will be a symmetric interval with its mid-

point at zero. This is not desirable according to the property of the B-spline basis

functions being non-negative. Hence, in every step of recurrence, we intentionally dis-

card the negative part in an interval return value, or in the above case force [N]i,M(t)

to be zero.

2. Oscillation of raw data

The data collected from the surface of an object may oscillate, if there are some

small ridges and the sampling density is very high. If we want to neglect those ridges,

because, for example, they are far below the dimension we are concerned with, we

can use a certain filter to eliminate the oscillation such that only major features are

recovered, since the oscillation will drastically increase the number of control points

needed to accurately fit the data. We construct a knot vector based on the filtered

data. However, data fitting is still performed on the raw data, because it is the data

we want to fit.

3. Linear constraints in LP

The LP routine used here (based on [30]) is the only weak point in the present

implementation which could potentially damage the robustness of the method, be-

cause it is performed in FPA. If necessary, an LP routine which computes an optimal

solution strictly satisfying the imposed constraints needs to be developed.

The input of NAG routine has a set of positive tolerances needed to be specified

by the user, defining the maximum permissible absolute violation in each constraint

in order for a point to be considered feasible, see [30]. It is said that large values

of these tolerances mean that the corresponding constraints could be violated by a

significant amount. As a remedial measure, we widen interval data points by these

tolerances to eliminate possible violation. This helped in all examples tested.

4. Dense data approximation



If measured points are extremely dense, the linear constraints imposed by some

of the points may be roughly identical and regarded as nearly dependent by an LP

routine. This will cause the LP routine to cycle indefinitely, if it does not have

any device to avoid cycling. Since NAG software package only has an LP routine

without cycling detection, we use the method proposed in Section 4.3 for dense data

approximation. In the next section, we will show two examples of same measured

object with different sampling densities.

5. Display of the resulting surface

We did not develop a sophisticated 3D graphics system which is able to help

us visualize an interval curve or surface in detail. As we discussed in Chapter 2,

it is also very difficult to extract those enveloping curves or surfaces. For some of

the examples, we display an interval curve or surface in the form of a dense set of

interval points evaluated on the curve or surface. If it is an interval planar curve

without self-intersection and has a visible width, we use two single-valued B-spline

curves to approximate the enveloping curve which actually is a composite curve.

Similarly, we use two single-valued B-spline surfaces to approximate the enveloping

surface of an interval surface. However, we do not prove the enclosure graphically but

numerically. These approximating enveloping curves and surfaces are just for display.

As an example, Figure 5-1 shows how we generally approximate the enveloping curve

of an interval curve using two single-valued B-spline curves. The approximation is

based on the discussion on enveloping curve in Section 2.4.5 and the local support

property of B-spline curves and surfaces.

5.2 Numerical Examples

The sources of the data in the following examples fall into three categories:

1. Data sampled from geometric objects which can be described by analytic equa-

tions, with truncating errors;
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Figure 5-1: Approximation of the enveloping curve of an interval B-spline curve with
two single-valued B-spline curves. The control points of these two curves are marked
with dots and circles, respectively.

2. Grid data sampled uniformly from objects which have idealized B-spline repre-

sentations, with truncating errors; and,

3. Data collected from the surfaces of real objects by the measurement system

described in Chapter 4, with measurement errors.

All the examples are run on a 33MHz graphics workstation. We will give the real

running time of some of the examples as rough indications of CPU time required.

5.2.1 Curve Interpolation

As we will see from the following examples, our interpolation method provides a set of

interval control points which define an interval interpolating curve tightly enveloping

data points with extremely small inflation in width.

Example 1: Interpolation of data points sampled from an ellipse

approx. (

approx. 4

I I



. Data source: an ellipse described by

x = 10cos(t) (5.1)
y = 5sin(t)

* Sampling method: uniform evaluation over t c [-r/2, 7/2]

* Error type: truncating error equal to ±0.05

* Number of data points: 11

* Width of data points: uniformly equal to 0.1

* Fitting method: interpolation

* Number of control points: 11

* Average width of fitting points: 0.100000001

* Running time: < 2sec.

* Observations:

1. Table 5.1 lists the interval control points, including those of the initial

interpolation and those of the final minimized result. The minimiza-

tion process reduced the average width from 0.3621 to 0.100000001.

2. Table 5.2 compares the data points with the evaluated points at the

interpolating positions on the resulting curve. The width increases are

actually introduced by RIA operations and are of the order of 10-10.

3. Figure 5-2 shows the enveloping curves of the interval curve.

Example 2: Interpolation of data points sampled from a self-intersecting curve

* Data source: A self-intersecting curve described by

r = -a cos 20 sec O (5.2)

* Sampling method: uniform evaluation over 0 E [-7/3, r/3]



Initial Interpolation

x

y

[-0.1, 0]
[1.5795830388,2.2049633139]
[4.4784311036,5.0064718147]
[7.7245404559,8.0314655907]
[9.3351828719,9.6284112916]
[10.018172821,10.289369419]
[9.3350545375,9.6285396260]
[7.7237850789,8.0322209677]
[4.4729281145,5.0119748039]
[1.5837837561,2.2007625966]
[-0.1, 0]
[-5.1,-5]
[-5.2460724422,-4.6206921671]
[-4.9043701167,-4.3763294056]
[-3.2545416069,-2.9476164721]
[-1.9345568672,-1.6413284475]
[-0.1855982988,0.0855982988]
[1.5412001131,1.8346852016]
[2.8468610951,3.1552969839]
[4.2708264165,4.8098731059]
[4.5248928844,5.1418717249]
[4.9 , 5]

Table 5.1: The control points of the interval curve interpolating the
sampled from an ellipse with artificial errors.

data points

Figure 5-2: The lower and upper enveloping curves of the interval curve interpolating
the data points sampled from an ellipse.

[-0.1000000005 , 4.9999606685e-10]
[1.8422731758,1.9422731768]
[4.6924514587,4.7924514597]
[7.8280030228,7.9280030238]
[9.4317970813,9.5317970822]
[10.103771120,10.203771121]
[9.4317970813,9.5317970823]
[7.8280030228,7.9280030238]
[4.6924514587,4.7924514597]
[1.8422731758,1.9422731768]
[-0.1000000005,4.9999622507e-10 ]
[-5.1000000005,-4.9999999995]
[-4.9833823052,-4.8833823042]
[-4.6903497617,-4.5903497607]
[-3.1510790400,-3.0510790390]
[-1.8379426579,-1.7379426569]
[-0.1000000005, 4.9999670783e-10]
[1.6379426569,1.7379426579]
[2.9510790390,3.0510790400]
[4.4903497607,4.5903497617]
[4.7833823042,4.8833823052]
[4.8999999995 , 5.0000000005]

~
Final Result



Evaluated Pts.
[-0.1000000005, 5.000011e-10]
[2.8999999995, 3.0000000005]
[5.6999999995, 5.8000000005]
[7.8999999995, 8.0000000005]
[9.3999999995, 9.5000000005]
[9.8999999995, 10.000000001]
[9.3999999995, 9.5000000005]
[7.8999999995, 8.0000000005]
[5.6999999995, 5.8000000005]
[2.8999999995, 3.0000000005]
[-0.1000000005,_5.000013e-10]
[-5.1000000005, -4.9999999995]
[-4.8000000005,-4.6999999995]
[-4.1000000005, -3.9999999995]
[-3.0000000005, -2.8999999995]
[-1.6000000005, -1.4999999995]
[-0.1000000005, 5.000022e-10]
[1.3999999995, 1.5000000005]
[2.7999999995, 2.9000000005]
[3.8999999995, 4.0000000005]
[4.5999999995, 4.7000000005]
[4.8999999995, 5.0000000005]

Table 5.2: The numerical result
sampled from an ellipse.

of the interpolation of a set of interval points originally

[-0.1, 0.0]
[2.9, 3.0]
[5.7, 5.8]
[7.9, 8.0]
[9.4, 9.5]
[9.9, 10.0]
[9.4, 9.5]
[7.9, 8.0]
[5.7, 5.8]
[2.9, 3.0]
[-0.1, 0.0]

[-5.1, -5.0]
[-4.8, -4.7]
[-4.1, -4.0]
[-3.0, -2.9]
[-1.6, -1.5]
[-0.1, 0.0]
[1.4, 1.5]
[2.8, 2.9]
[3.9, 4.0]
[4.6, 4.7]

1 [4.9, 5.0]

~
Given Pts.

--



* Error type: truncating error equal to ±0.05

* Number of data points: 41

* Width of data points: uniformly equal to 0.1

* Fitting method: interpolation

* Number of control points: 41

* Average width of fitting points: 0.100000001

* Observations:

1. Figure 5-3 displays the resulting interval curve by showing a dense set

of discrete interval points on the curve.

Figure 5-3: Interval curve interpolating a set of points sampled from the curve de-
scribed by equation (5.2).

5.2.2 Curve Approximation

An important aspect concerning the quality of interval curve approximation is the

width inflation. In our method, it is reduced by using a well-balanced knot vector

as well as a LP process. We will see from the following examples that the width

of an approximating curve is directly related to the knot vector that determines the

number and the distribution of control points.



Example 3: Approximation of data points sampled from a helix

* Data source: A helix described by

X = l0cos(t),

y = 10sin(t), (5.3)

* Sampling method: uniform evaluation over t E [0, 67]

* Error type: artificial error in Gaussian distribution ranging from 0.0 to

0.001

* Number of data points: 101

* Width of data points: < 0.002

* Fitting method: approximation

* Observations:

1. As discussed before, the width inflation of an approximating curve is

directly related to the selection of the knot vector. Table 5.3 gives

the approximation results with different knot vectors. In this table,
0, and 0, are the angular tolerances defined for knot construction, see

Section 4.2.1. Larger tolerances result in a smaller number of control

points and a wider interval curve. Here w is the maximum permissible

ratio of the widths of the desired control points to the average width

of the data points.

2. Figure 5-4 shows the interval curve of Result 3 represented by a dense

set of interval points on the curve.



Given Data Result 1 Result 2 Result 3
0K and 0, (in degrees) 15.0 30.0 45.0

w 7.0 7.0 18.0
Control points 52 36 23

Avg. width in X 0.001690 0.011749 0.011829 0.030696
Avg. width in Y 0.001837 0.012661 0.012861 0.033072
Avg. width in Z 0.001518 0.010612 0.010625 0.027321

Running time (in sec.) 40 22 12

Table 5.3: Comparison of some approximation results with different knot vectors, of
the helix example.

Figure 5-4: Interval curve approximating
described by equation (5.3).

a set of points sampled from the helix



Example 4: Approximation of data points sampled from a skewed propeller blade

* Data source: A skewed propeller blade described by a bicubic B-spline

surface with 9 x 88 control points (Figure 5-17)

* Sampling method: uniform evaluation of an isoparametric curve

* Error type: truncating error equal to ±0.0005

* Number of data points: 100

* Width of data points: uniformly equal to 0.001

* Fitting method: approximation

* Number of control points: 16

* Average width of fitting points: 0.007

* Observations:

1. The knot vector

T = {0, 0, 0, 0, 0.1967, 0.3529, 0.4476, 0.4831, 0.4948, 0.5008,

0.5068, 0.5173, 0.5492, 0.7037, 0.8584, 0.9722, 1 1,1, 11}

shows that more knots are used around the leading edge (correspond-

ing to a parameter value - 0.5). If the knot vector has uniform internal

knots, i.e. if

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
13' 13' 13' 13' 13' 13' 13' 13' 13' 13' 13' 13 1'

though the same number of control points is used, the average width

increases to 0.042 from 0.007. Figure 5-5 shows both curves.



/

Figure 5-5: The interval curves approximating a set of points on the blade shown in
Figure 5-17, with different knot vectors.

Example 5: Approximation of data points sampled from a sinusoid curve with high-

frequency noise

* Data source: a curve defined by

y = 10 sin x/20 + sin x/2 (5.4)

* Sampling method: uniform evaluation over x E [0, 20r]

* Error type: truncating error equal to ±0.05

* Number of data points: 101

* Width of data points: uniformly equal to 0.1

* Fitting method: approximation

* Observations:

1. Table 5.4 compares two fitting results. Figure 5-6 shows some of the

data points and the interval approximating curve with a smaller num-

ber of control points by displaying two enveloping curves (in the same

region as the data points). Figure 5-7 shows a part of the approximat-

ing curve with more control points by displaying a dense set of interval

points on the curve. With the different selections of the knot vector,

different geometric features are recovered.



data points sampled from a sinusoid curve

Figure 5-6: Interval B-spline curve which approximates a set of data points sampled
from a sinusoid curve with 10 control points. The interval curve is shown by two
enveloping curves, between which are the data points.

Figure 5-7: A part of the interval B-spline curve which approximates the same data
points as Figure 5-6 with 33 control points. No data points are shown here.

No. of control points Average width
Result 1 10 3.3897 in X, 11.9847 in Y
Result 2 33 0.2675 in X, 0.4074 in Y

Table 5.4: The approximation of a set of
with different numbers of control points.



5.2.3 Surface Fitting

This section provides some examples demonstrating our surface approximation method.

In Examples 6 to 9, the data are obtained by evaluating surfaces which already have

idealized B-spline representations. We truncate the values to a certain number of dig-

its and represent them as interval data points. Examples 10 to 12 use data measured

by the robotic measurement system described in Chapter 4.

Example 6: Interpolation of data points sampled from the suction surface of an

airfoil

* Data source: the suction surface of an airfoil, described by a bicubic B-

spline surface with 37 x 31 control points (see Figure 5-8)

* Sampling method: evaluation over a parametrically uniform grid of 20 x 20

* Error type: truncating error equal to ±0.005

* Number of data points: 400

* Width of data points: uniformly equal to 0.01

* Fitting method: interpolation

* Number of control points: 20 x 20

* Average width of fitting points: 0.010000002

* Observations:

1. Figure 5-9 shows the upper (wireframe) and the lower (shaded) en-

veloping surfaces.



trface of an airfoil.

surfaces of the interval surface which
the airfoil in Figure 5-8.



Example 7: Approximation of data points sampled from a turbine blade

* Data source: a turbine blade described by a bicubic B-spline surface with

53 x 20 control points (see Figure 5-10)

* Sampling method: evaluation over a parametrically uniform grid of 50 x 10

(see Figure 5-11)

* Error type: truncating error equal to ±0.0005

* Number of data points: 500

* Width of data points: uniformly equal to 0.001

* Fitting method: approximation in curve fitting direction (with higher den-

sity of data points) and interpolation in the other direction

* Number of control points: 13 x 10

* Average width of fitting points: 0.16

* Observations:

1. The average width of the evaluated points at the fitting positions on

the surface is 0.16, which is much larger than 0.001, due to the small

number of control points of the approximating surface.

2. Figure 5-12 shows two sides of the interval surface, where the shaded

is the interior enveloping surface while the wireframe is the exterior

enveloping surface.



Figure 5-10: A turbine blade
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Figure 5-11: Data points sampled from the turbine blade in Figure 5-10.
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Figure 5-12: Two sides of the interval surface approximating the data points in Figure
5-11.

Example 8: Approximation of data points sampled from a propeller blade

* Data source: A propeller blade described by a bicubic B-spline surface

with 11 x 87 control points (see Figure 5-13)

* Sampling method: evaluation over a parametrically uniform grid of 50 x 40

(see Figure 5-14)

* Error type: truncating error equal to +0.0005

* Number of data points: 2000

* Width of data points: uniformly equal to 0.001

* Fitting method: approximation in both directions

* Number of control points: 24 x 27

* Average width of fitting points: 0.226

* Observations:

1. In the knot construction for the curve approximation of 40 transverse

sections, we set the tolerances of angular variations for knot construc-

tion 90 = 0, = 100. The knot vectors of different sections have dif-

ferent sizes, and are merged to a common knot vector with 28 knots.

Therefore, in the curve fitting direction, 24 control points are used.



2. In the lofting direction, 27 knots are used, as we try to reduce the size

of the control net. The average width of the fitting points reaches a

large value equal to 0.226, which is an inaccurate approximation. The

failure results from both the curve fitting and the surface lofting. In

the curve fitting, the number of control points used is much smaller

than that of the original surface; in the surface lofting, we can see

from Figure 5-15 that some of the longitudinal stripes, which consist

of control points from different curves and are lined up from the root to

the tip, have great oscillation. Therefore, an interpolation procedure

is more preferable in the lofting direction, if the number of transverse

data stripes is not enormous, to avoid further enlargement of interval

width.

3. A more accurate approximation with a control net of 40 x 34, has

the average widths in x, y, and z equal to 0.0163, 0.0158 and 0.0218,

respectively. Figure 5-16 shows the interval approximating surface

where again the wireframe surface is the exterior enveloping surface

and the shaded one is the interior.
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Figure 5-15: The control points of the interval curves fitting the transverse sections
of the propeller blade.

Figure 5-16: The interval surface which approximates the data points in Figure 5-14.
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Example 9: Approximation of data points sampled from a skewed propeller blade

* Data source: A skewed propeller blade described by a bicubic B-spline

surface with 9 x 88 control points (see Figure 5-17)

* Sampling method: evaluation over a parametrically uniform grid of 20 x 100

(see Figure 5-18)

* Error type: truncating error equal to ±0.0005

* Number of data points: 2000

* Width of data points: uniformly equal to 0.001

* Fitting method: approximation in the direction with high density of data

points and interpolation in the other direction

* Number of control points: 20 x 30

* Average width of fitting points: 0.046

* Running time: 265 sec.

* Observations:

1. In the curve fitting in this example, due to high sampling density

around the leading edge, the merged knot vector may have more knots

than data points in the neighborhood of the leading edge; that is, there

may be no point thus no constraint in some spans of a B-spline approx-

imating curve. A subset of the complete merged knot vector is then

used and knot insertion is applied following the curve approximation.

2. Figure 5-19 shows a set of interval points evaluated on the interval

approximating B-spline surface.
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Figure 5-17: A skewed propeller blade represented by a bicubic B-spline surface.

Figure 5-18: Data points sampled the skewed propeller blade in Figure 5-17.
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Figure 5-19: Interval B-spline surface which approximates a set of data points sampled
from the skewed propeller blade in Figure 5-17.
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Example 10: Approximation of data points measured from a manufactured object

by 4D Imager [11]

* Data source: a manufactured wooden block (see Figure 5-20)

* Sampling method: measurement by the 4D Imager described in Chapter

4 (see Figure 5-21)

* Error type: the precision of the instrument is four effective decimal digits,

therefore, the error is no more than 0.00005.

* Number of data points: 2698 (32 stripes)

* Width of data points: uniformly equal to 0.0001

* Fitting method: approximation in the direction with higher density of data

points and interpolation in the other direction (see Figure 5-21)

* Number of control points: 32 x 33

* Average width of fitting points: 0.0240

* Running time: 583 sec.

* Observations:

1. Since the data contains high-frequency noise (due in most part to the

method used in manufacturing the wooden model, see one of the data

stripes in Figure 5-22 for example,) a Gaussian filter [31] is passed over

the data before the knot vectors are constructed, since the oscillation

of the data due to this noise causes an overestimate of the knots that

are needed for fitting. Thus the filter is used so that only the major

features of the curves are considered. The curves, however, are fit to

the original data, including noise.

2. The noise in the real data also causes an expected increase in the width

of the interval approximating curves. If the approximation procedure

is again used for surface lofting, the widths of the interval control

points will be further enlarged. Considering that the data lines in
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Figure 5-20: The picture of the wooden model of Example 10.

108

the lofting direction are not so dense (only 32 lines), the interpolation

procedure is the better approach.

3. It can be seen that the average width of the evaluated points on the

fitting surface is much larger than that of the data points. The reason

is that the magnitude of the oscillation of the data points due to the

noise is much larger than the widths of the data points and there-

fore the interval surface has to use much larger widths to fit those

oscillatory data points.

4. The interval surface is shown by the lower and upper enveloping sur-

faces in Figure 5-23.
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Figure 5-23: The interval surface fitting the data of Figure 5-21; the upper enveloping
surface shown in wireframe, the lower enveloping surface shown shaded.
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5.2.4 Dense Data Approximation

In this section, we approximate a dense data set with interval B-splines, using the

method proposed in Section 4.3. The data were collected from the same object of

Example 10, but with higher density, see Figure 4-2. We first approximate one stripe

with an interval curve, and then fit the entire set with an interval B-spline surface.

Example 11:

The data stripe to be approximated has 336 data points, see Figure 5-24. The max-

imum allowable deviation from the single-valued approximating curve is set as large

as 200 times of the width of the data points, due to the oscillation of the data points.

In the initial approximation which uses a single-valued curve to fit the interval data

points, there are 14 points where the approximation errors are over the maximum al-

lowable deviation. The knot vector is then refined by inserting the parametric values

of those 14 points into the knot vector. A new single-valued approximating curve is

generated based on the new knot vector and no more violation happens. Table 5.5 is

the approximation result. Figure 5-25 displays the interval approximating curve. A

numerical test shows that all the data points in the stripe are enclosed by this interval

B-spline curve.

Initial knot construction 54 knots
Deviation violation 14 points
Adjusted knot vector 68 knots
Avg. width in X 0.00316
Avg. width in Y 0.00548
Avg. width in Z 0.01508

Table 5.5: Curve approximation of the data stripe in Figure 5-24.
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Figure 5-24: One stripe of the data points of Figure 4-2.

Figure 5-25: Interval curve which approximates the data points in Figure 5-24
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Example 12:

In this surface approximation example, we actually do not adjust the knot vector

according to the violation of the maximum allowable deviation. Such a method may

be implemented but complicates the knot merging process. We simply construct a

common knot vector, and then approximate each stripe and loft the approximating

curves. The lower and upper enveloping surfaces are similar to Figure 5-23 in display.

Table 5.6 is the numerical result.

Number of data points 10,826
Size of control net 32 x 42
Avg. width in X 0.00217
Avg. width in Y 0.00906
Avg. width in Z 0.01376

Table 5.6: Surface approximation of the data set in Figure 4-2
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Summary

In this thesis, interval surface reconstruction methods for robust reverse engineering

are developed. As all sources of errors are accounted for, we ensure that the resulting

interval B-spline surface envelopes the real positions of measured points on the surface

of an object. This will allow us to construct an interval solid model which will not

have contradictory topological and geometrical information, and finally to develop

data for a robust solid modeling system that will never fail due to uncertain data and

limited computation precision.

In addition, we discuss some unique numerical and geometric properties of interval

B-splines, such as error propagation in the RIA evaluation of interval B-spline basis

functions, coordinate translation of interval B-splines, hodograph of an interval B-

spline curve, enveloping curves or surfaces of an interval B-spline curve or surface,

and knot insertion for interval B-splines.

Surface fitting can be done by either interpolation or approximation, depending

on the requirement of fitting precision. Interval data points can be interpolated

with an interval B-spline curve by solving an interval linear system using a general

solver in interval arithmetic. But this proves to be unsatisfactory with respect to the

accuracy. The interpolation problem is then formulated as a minimization problem

with the constraints imposed by the inclusion principle, and approached using a linear
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programming process with the loose solution obtained by solving the interval linear

system as an initial approximation. This interval interpolation technique creates

an interval curve which tightly bounds interval data points with its ranges at the

interpolating positions almost the same as those of the data points.

The approximation method also applies a linear programming technique to make

the interval curve as tight as possible. Since the knot vector determines the number

and the distribution of the control points and therefore determines the approximation

quality, a well-balanced knot vector is constructed based on the geometrical informa-

tion extracted from discrete data points such that a high-quality approximation will

be possible. Also, an initial approximation method using the least squares method

is used to provide a linear programming process a close but not necessarily feasible

initial guess to speed up convergence. Additionally, a reliable approximation method

without the LP process is developed for dense data fitting, if no LP routine that has

the capability of preventing cycling is available.

Interval surface is created by lofting the interval curves constructed by either

interpolation or approximation. Here, an algorithm is developed to merge a set of

different knot vectors to a unique, common knot vector.

6.2 Future Work

The linear programming routine used for minimization is the only step which uses

floating-point arithmetic (FPA) in the entire procedure. So far, we have not yet

investigated the robustness problem that may arise due to FPA computation. A linear

programming routine which strictly abides by the constraints taking into account

numerical computation errors should be developed.

Another problem in interval solid modeling is interval surface intersection and the

representation of the resulting intersection curves. Though the problem has been

studied thoroughly in [17, 18, 19], the integration method used there will cause in-

tersection curve (represented by a set of discrete points) to increase in width due to

error propagation. A better solver of the interval initial value problem should be used
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to get a tighter intersection curve evaluation. In the literature, Lohner [24] proposed

an integration method that uses interval versions of one-step methods as well as some

other techniques to reduce error accumulation. Numerical examples of interval sur-

face intersection are needed to test both robustness and efficiency of this integration

method.

Research on the properties of interval B-splines, such as the enveloping curves or

surfaces of an space interval B-spline curve or an interval surface, and the range of the

tangent vector of an interval B-spline curve or surface, needs to be done. Algorithms,

such as for the extraction of a single-valued and well defined CAD model from an

interval solid model, need to be developed.
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Appendix A

Coordinate Translation of an

Interval B-Spline Curve

Coordinate translation changes the shape of an interval B-spline curve if performed

in RIA. The inclusion relation between the translated curve and the curve defined by

the translated control points depends on the control points and the translation vector.

However, an interval curve that envelopes the translated curve can be constructed by

slightly enlarging the translated control points.

Assume that interval curve [P2](t) is obtained translating interval curve [P](t) by

j, that is

[P2](t) = [P](t) - f, (A.1)

where

n-1

[P](t) = [D[]i [N]i,M(t). (A.2)
i=O

Then, since

n-1

1 E [N]i,M(t), (A.3)
i=O
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and 'is a real vector so that Theorem 1(4) can be applied,

[P2] (t)
n-i

'[](t) - [ ],M(t)
i=0

n-1

[ Z[] i[]iZm (t)
i=0 i=0

n-1

= Z_ ([]i[N]i,M(t) - d[N]i,M(t)).
i=0

As we know from the property of subdistributivity (Theorem 1(4)),

[X] = [A] -([B] + [C]) (A.5)

S{ = a(b + c) a E [A], b [B], ce [C]}

C [Y] = [A][B] + [A][C] (A.6)

= {y = ab + acla, & e [A], b E [B], c [C]}.

Assuming [A] > 0, we want to find a real number W such that

(A.7)

One observation about the product of two interval numbers [M] and [N], where

[M] is non-negative and [N] is arbitrary, is that

[P] = [M] -[N] = [M', M1] . [NI, N"]
= [(M' or MU) -N', (M l or MU) -Nu],

by the definition of interval product, see equation (2.8).

(A.6), we have

From equation (A.5) and

[X] = [X1, X"]
= [A, Au] . [B' + C', Bu + Cu]

[Y] = [Y1 Yu]

(A.9)
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(A.8)

p [N]i,m(t)

[Y] c_ [X] + WI[-1, 1].



= [A, Au] . [B', Bu] + [A', Au] -[C', Cu].

In the computation of X t and Y',

* IfB + Cl < 0 , then

X t = A". (B + C t )

A" B 1 + AUZ  C',

A' BI + AU" C',

A" B' + A' -C',

if B' < O and BU < 0 ;

if B' > 0;

if C1 > 0.

Hence,

IY_ - X' IB'I w([A])

SICl '- w([A]).

Because B t + C' < 0, if one of B t, C' is greater than 0, it must be the one with

the smaller absolute value. Therefore,

Y' - X1t < min{ Bt', C1 } -w([A]). (A.14)

* If B+ C l 0, then

A t - BI + A" . CI

if B' > 0 and BU > 0;

if B t < 0;

if Cl < 0.

Y' - X1t < min{fB'J, 0C'1 -. w([A]).
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(A.10)

(A.11)

(A.12)

(A.13)

Similarly,

(A.15)

(A.16)

(A.17)

Yl =

Y



For X" and Y", similarly, we have

IYT  - X"l < min{ B"u, IC" -w([A]).

With the definition of the absolute value of an interval number,

min{ Bul, C l }
rain { B"), |0" }

< max{ [B], I[C]I},

< max{l[B]|, [C] },

which leads to the following relation

IY I - XIl < max{ [B]H, [C]I}

Iyu-Xul < max{l[B]H,j[C]j}.

X1 - iY - X11 < y1 < Y" < X" + IY" - X"U,

Since

(A.23)

we have

X' - max{[BIJ, I[C]} < y' < yu < X" + max { [B], [C]I},

[Y] C [X] + max{I[B] , J[C]j}w([A]) -[-1, 1].

Applying this relation to equation (A.4), we obtain a new interval curve [Pi](t) in the

new frame, where

n-1

=- []M[1]ii,M(t),
i=0

(A.26)
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(A.18)

(A.19)

(A.20)

(A.21)

(A.22)

and thus,

(A.24)

(A.25)

[P2(t) - [Pl1(t)



with its control points

[15]i = []-i - max{ [D5]il, [i}w([N]i,M(t)) [-1,1], 0 < i < n - 1, (A.27)

where [D]i - ' are the translated control points. Because w([N]i,M(t)) is extremely

small, the width increase due to the adjustment is small.

Example:

The original interval B-spline curve in this example is the same as Example 1 in

Chapter 5, except that the x components of the interval control points have been

increased by 20.0 so that they are all positive. The translation vector is p = (5, 0, 0).

We demonstrate the translation method only using the x component of the interval

curve. The interval point evaluated at t = 0.5 on the translated curve is

[P2]x(0.5) = [24.89999999949983, 25.000000000500084].

The interval point with the same parametric value on the interval curve defined by

the translated control points is

[P3]x(0.5) = [24.899999999499844, 25.000000000500062].

Thus, [P3]x(0.5) C [P2]1(0.5), which confirms Case 1 in Section 2.4.3 because the x

components of all the original control points are greater than Px and px > 0. If we

use the translation method proposed in this appendix, the same evaluated point is

[P1]x(0.5) = [24.899999999499752, 25.000000000500158]

D [P2]x (0.5).
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Appendix B

Knot Insertion for Interval Cubic

B-Spline Curve

Knot insertion for interval B-spline curve follows the same procedure as in the single-

valued case except that the calculation of control points is performed in RIA. In this

appendix, we first present the interval knot insertion, then prove that it preserves an

enclosure.

The interval knot insertion scheme presented here is a direct extension from the

method for a single-valued B-spline curve presented in Farin et al [10].

Let an interval cubic B-spline curve [P] (t) be defined over the knot vector

{to, - - -, tj-1, tj+l, " * , tK} (B.1)

with to and tK having multiplicity 4, where K - 1 is the number of spans created

by the knot vector. The interval control points are [D], 0 < i < K + 1. The same

B-spline curve can also be defined over a refined knot vector

{to, ' , tj_1, tj, tj+l, ' * , tK} (B.2)
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and the new control points are related to the original [D]i via the equations:

[M1i

-[Q], ,

i j- 2,j t tj,

= [D], j<i<K+ 1.

For an arbitrary curve in the family of curves defined by the interval B-spline

curve [P](t), its control points di E [D]i, 0 < i < K + 1. Because the new control

points [Q]i, 0 < i < K + 2 are affine maps of [D]i (see Figure B-1), there must exist a

set of points < E [Q]i, O < i < K+2, which are the images of di [D]i, < i < K+1,

under the same mapping relation as equation B.3 and defines the same curve as the

latter. This means that each curve in [P](t) must also be in the new interval curve.

Indeed, because RIA is used in interval evaluation, the new curve envelopes the old

one with a conservative enclosure.

[Di]

[De

[D11

Figure B-1: Affine map of a new control point
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= ]i, 0<i<_ j-3,



Appendix C

Algorithms

In this appendix, we present the algorithms of the following procedures in pseudocode:

ESTIMATE-KNOT() constructs a knot vector for curve approximation of a set

of data points. The following subroutine is called but not included here:

* NORMALIZE(), which normalizes a vector.

MERGE() merges the internal knot vectors of different curves to a common knot

vector for surface approximation. The following subroutines are called and

included here:

* MERGE-TWO(), which merges two internal knot vectors;

* ADJUST(), which adjusts the parametric values of data points in a data

stripe and also creates a knot vector for curve approximation of the data

stripe.

The following subroutine is called by MERGE-TWO() but not included here:

* COMMBINE(), which simply combines two one-dimensional arrays in as-

cending sequence and without multiplicity.

APPROX-DENSE() approximates a dense set of data points with an interval cubic

B-spline curve. The following subroutine is called and included here:
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* SET-CTRL-PTS(), which calculates the interval control points of the result-

ing interval curve.

* ESTIMATE-KNOT().

The following subroutines are called but not included here:

* READ-FILE(), which reads a data file;

* TRANSLATE(), which performs coordinate translation;

* PARAMETRIZE(), which parametrizes data points;

* LEAST(), the least squares method for single-valued data approximation;

* CAL-ERROR(), which calculates the deviations of a single-valued curve ap-

proximating interval data points, see equation (4.13) and (4.14).

* CHECK-ERROR(), which checks if the deviations exceed a prespecified mag-

nitude;

* ADJUST-KNOT(), which refines the knot vector to improve the quality of

approximation;

* FIND-MAX-ERROR(), which finds the maximum errors.

The algorithms for other procedures like curve interpolation and approximation and

surface approximation can be easily constructed with the algorithms provided here

and thus are not given.
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Algorithm 1 ESTIMATE-KNOT: construct a knot vector for the curve approxima-
tion of data points Pi, 1 < i < n

Require: n, the number of data points; P[1..n], the data points; t[1..n], the para-
metric values; 0, and 07, the tolerances for the angular variations defined for knot
estimation.

Ensure: m, the number of control points; k[O..m + 3], the knot vector.
{f> get the vectors connecting two consecutive points}

1: for i = 1 to n - 1 do
2: T[i] - P[i + 1] - [i]

{1> calculate the cross products of two consecutive ~i)
3: for i = 1to n - 2 do
4: B[i] -- T[i] x T[i + 1]

{> initialize}
5: m -- 4
6: for i = 1 to n do
7: index[i] +- 0

8: Told - T[2]

9: Bold B[
10: Tnew T[3]

11: Bnew +- [2]

{> estimate the number of knots}
12: for i= 3 to n - 2 do
13: AT - NORMALIZE(Told)- NORMALIZE(Tnew)
14: A +- NORMALIZE(Bold). NORMALIZE(Bnew)
15: if 11 - AT > E, or 1 - ABI > E, then
16: index[i] +- 1
17: m+-m+l
18: Told - Tnew

19: Bold - Bnew
20: Tnew + T[i 1]

21: new B[i]
{> construct the knot vector}

22: for i = 0 to 3 do
23: k[i] +- t[1]
24: j - 4
25: for i =3ton-2 do
26: if index[i] = 1 then
27: k[j] +- t[i]
28: j+-j+l
29: for i = m to m + 3 do
30: k[i] - t[n]
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Algorithm 2 MERGE: merge internal knot vectors of different B-spline curves

Require: nl, the number of curves; nkl[1..nl], the numbers of internal knots
in the knot vectors; kl[1..nl][1..nkl[i]], 1 < i < nl, the internal knot vec-
tors to be merged; ng[1..nl], the number of data points in the data stripes;
v[1..nl][1..ng[i]], 1 < i < nl, the parametric values;

Ensure: n, the number of internal knots in the merged knot vector; k[1..n],
the merged internal knot vector; nk2[1..n], the numbers of internal knots in
the knot vectors constructed for curve approximation of all the data stripes;
k2[1..nl1][..nk2[i]], 1 < i < nl, the internal knot vectors constructed for curve
approximation of all the data stripes.
{> initialize}

1: n -- nkl[1]
2: for i = 1 to nkl[1] do
3: k[i] - kl[i]

{D merge the knot vectors}
4: for i = 2 to nl do
5: MERGE-TWO(n, k, nkl[i], kl[i])

{> adjust the parametric values}
6: for i = 1 to nl do
7: ADJUST(n, k, ng[i], v[i], nk2[i], k2[i])
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Algorithm 3 MERGE-TWO: merge two internal knot vectors

Require: nl, the number of internal knots in the first knot vector; kl[1..nl], the first
internal knot vector; n2, the number of internal knots in the second knot vector;
k2[1..n2], the second internal knot vector; tol, the tolerance for two knots from
different knot vectors to be considered as the same;

Ensure: n, the number of internal knots in the merged knot vector; k[1..n], the
merged internal knot vector;

1: n +- 0
{ > combine the two knot vectors. index indicates which knot vector a knot in
the combined knot vector originated from}
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ttl +- COMBINE(nh, k1, n2, k2, index[1..ttlJ)
knotl -- kl[1]; knot2 +- kl[2]; i +- 3
while i < ttl do

knot3 +- kl[i]; fix - i; i +- i + 1
if index[fix - 2] = index[fix - 1] then

n +- n + 1; last +- fix
k[n] +- knot1; knotl - knot2; knot2 <- knot3

else
if index[fix - 1] = index[fix] then

if knot2 - knot1 < tol then
n e- n + 1; k[n] - knotl+knot2; knotl +- knot3; knot2 + kl[i]

else
n +- n + 1; k[n] -- knotl; n e- n + 1; k[n] +-- knot2
knotl -- knot3; knot2 +- kl[i];

last +-- i; i +-- i + 1
else

if lknot2 - knotll1 < knot3 - knot21 then
if knot2 - knotlj < tol then

n +- n + 1; k[n] IC knotl+knot2 knotl -- knot3; knot2 +- kl[i]
last +- i; i - i + 1

else
n +- n+1; k[n] +- knotl; knot1 <- knot2; knot2 +- knot3; last +- fix

else
n +- n + 1; k[n] +- knot1 knotl -- knot2; knot2 +- knot3; last +- fix

{> deal with the end of the combined knot vector}
if last = ttl then

if index[last] = index[last - 1] then
n +- n + 2; k[n - 1] -- knotl; k[n] +- knot2

else
if knot2 - knotlI < tol then

n +- n + 1; k[n] -- knotl+knot2

else
n +- n + 2; k[n - 1] +- knotl; k[n] -- knot2

if last = ttl + 1 then
n +- n + 1; k[n] +- knotl



Algorithm 4 ADJUST: adjust the parametric values of data points in a stripe, and
construct the knot vector of the approximating curve of the stripe

Require: nk, the number of internal knots in the merged knot vector; k[1..nk], the
internal knots in the merged knot vector; ng, the number of data points in the
stripe; v[1..ng], the parametric values of the data points in the stripe; tol, the
tolerance for two numbers to be considered close enough.

Ensure: nkl, the number of knots in the knot vector of the approximating curve;
kl[1..nkl], the knot vector of the approximating curve; v[1..ng], the adjusted
parametric values.
{f> remember if a parametric value has been set equal to a knot}

1: for i = I to ng do
2: index[i] -- 0

{f> construct the knot vector of the approximating curve, and adjust the para-
metric values}

3: for i = 0 to 3 do
4: k l[i] +- 0
5: nkl +- 4
6: for i = 1 to nk do
7: min +- index j such that v[j] < k[i] < v[j + 1]
8: if (v[min] - k [i]l < v[min + 1] - k[i]j) and (jv[min] - k[i] <_ tol) and

(index[min] = 0) then
9: v[min] <- k[i]

10: index[min] +- 1
11: kl[nkl] +- k[i]
12: nkl +-- nkl + 1
13: if (|v[min] - k[ill > |v[min + 1] - k[i]) and (Iv[min] - k[i]l < tol) and

(index[min + 1] = 0) then
14: v[min + 1] -- k[i]
15: index[min + 1] <- 1
16: kl[nkl] +- k[i]
17: nkl - nkl + 1

18: nkl +- nkl + 4
19: for i = 0 to 3 do
20: kl[nkl + i] +- 1
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Algorithm 5 APPROX-DENSE: approximate a dense set of data points with an
interval curve
Require: filename, the file name of data file; toll, the tolerances for knot construc-

tion; tol2, the tolerance for single-valued curve fitting.
Ensure: the resulting interval cubic B-spline curve.

{> input and make data positive}

1: (ng, [P][1..ng]) +-- READ-FILE(filename)
2: (ng, [P][l..ng]) - TRANSLATE(rg, [F][1..ng])

{> parametrize}

3: t[1..ng] - PARAMETRIZE(ng, [P][1..ng])
{> extract the centers of intervals}

4: p[l..ng] +- center([P][l..ng])
{ > construct the knot vector}

5: k[O..nc + 3] +- ESTIMATE-KNOT(ng, p[l..ng], t[l..ng], toll)
{f> approximation by the least squares method}

6: flag1 +- 0
7: while 1 do
8: for i = 1 to ng do
9: index[i] -- 0

{E> single-valued approximation}
10: d¶l..nc] -- LEAST(ng, t[1..ng], pl..ng], nc, k[O..nc + 3])

{> error calculation}
11: e [1..ng], •[1..ng] +- CAL-ERROR(ng, t[1..ng], [ .],[..ng], c, .. ng], k[O..nc+

3])
12: flag2, index[1..ng] +- CHECK-ERROR(ng, [P][1..ng], C'[1..ng], eu"[1..ng], tol2)
13: if (flag2 = 1) or (flagl = -1) then
14: break
15: else
16: flagl, k[O..nc + 3] -- ADJUST-KNOT(ng, index[l..ng], t[1..ng]nc, k[O..nc +

3])
17: if flagl =-1 then
18: elax, Uax 4-- FIND-MAX-ERROR(ng, e'[1..ng], eu[1..ng])

19: message: tolerance can not be satisfied.
20: message: current maximum errors are emax, emax

{D calculate the interval control points}
21: [C][1..nc] - SET-CTRL-PTS(nc, k[O..nc+3], c~1..nc], ng, t[1..ng], el[1..ng], '"[1..ng])
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Algorithm 6 SET-CTRL-PTS: calculate the interval control points of an interval
curve approximating a dense set of data points

Require: nc, the number of control points; k[O..nc + 3], the knot vector; 5l1..nc],
the control points of the singled-valued approximating curve; ng, the number of
data points; t[1..ng], the parametric values of data points; el[1..ng], "u[l..ng], the
approximation errors of the single-valued approximating curve.

Require: [C][1..ng], the resulting interval control points.
{l> find the index of the span where a data point is located}

1: index[l..ng] - FIND-SPAN(nc, k[O..nc + 3], ng, t[1..ng])
{> initialize the control points as intervals}

2: for i = 1 to nc do
3: [C][i] *- [di], 5fi]]

{> initialize the lower and the upper enlargements}
4: d [1] - '[1]

5: d 4 [1] + "[1]
6: d'l[c] e -l[ng]

7: du[nc] -e"[ng]
8: for i = 2 to nc - 1 do
9: dl[i] -- 0

10: d [i] +- 0
{> set the lower and the upper enlargements}

11: for i 2 to ng - 1 do
12: for j = 0 to 3 do
13: ctrl &- index[i] + j
14: if component(dl[ctrl]) < component(el[i]) then
15: component (d' [ctrl]) +- component ( 'l[i])
16: if component(du[ctrl]) < component('u[i]) then
17: component(d" [ctrl]) +- component(eu [i])

{> set the interval control points}
18: for i 1 to nc do
19: [IT]I C [C][i] - dP[i]
20: [f]2 [C][i] + du[i]
21: [f][i] - [lower([I] l), upper([1]2)1
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